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Abstract 
 
The Internet has resulted in many different things being improved; it has evolved every aspect 

of our lives with optimization and ease. However, the evolution of surveys and the way they 

are conducted has, to some extent, remained stagnant with online surveys frequently 

perceived as boring and un-engaging, ultimately resulting in incorrect data collection. This 

study seeks to critically analyze how the concept of gamification can enhance and increase 

user engagement in surveys, increase data validity and trigger intrinsic motivation. The use of 

gamification is presented as an effort to motivate people to answer surveys in a focused 

manner and thus provide optimal data for researchers.  

Drawing upon the Self-Determination Theory and effective gamification elements such as 

points, rewards and badges, an experiment is put forth that analyses the user behavior of 

those completing gamified and non-gamified surveys. The research at hand is built upon a 

quantitative and qualitative data set. The quantitative data being a two-part survey consisting 

of a normal (static) and a gamified version. The qualitative data being 1-to-1 interviews with 

respondents who answered the two surveys.  

From this, the present study concludes that implementing game mechanics in a non-game 

context can prove beneficial to some extent if implemented correctly. Having a gamified 

survey can increase data validity, completion rates and drive user motivation which impacts 

user engagement. The quantitative data showed that only half of the participants who started 

a replica of the standard Google forms survey design completed it while more than ¾ 

completed the gamified version. Results also indicates that user engagement is higher in a 

semi-gamified survey as there was a higher completion rate and lower exit rate. The answers 

from the 1-to-1 interviews conducted indicates that the gamified version achieved a better 

psychological outcome - as it is was perceived as more fun and enjoyable leading to a higher 

degree of engagement. 

Overall, If implemented well, gamification can be a powerful approach to motivate people to 

change behaviour, develop skills and drive motivation. Harnessing the power of play can be 

used to make the world a better, more sustainable, and more fun place to live our lives.  

 

Keywords: Gamification, Online Surveys, User engagement, User motivation.  
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Preface 
 

Our interest in gamification began many years ago when we started becoming more aware of 

business and marketing strategies.  

We noticed a pattern between multiple large corporations, such as Google and Samsung, 

which are now applying gamification concepts to their respective business models.  

 

As time went by, we noticed that the surveys our fellow students and ourselves often 

conducted during academic studies usually used a simple layout with the same static 

mechanics.  

This, we also found evident in governmental and major corporation surveys. Our experience 

was that the surveys was un-engaging and created a need in respondents to finish the survey 

rather than given accurate and comprehensive answers.  

 

Every time we were exposed to an online survey, we either skipped it quickly or answered in 

a superficial manner to get a gift/prize.  Therefore, we both saw the need to revolutionize the 

way we conduct surveys in today's society.  

 

We would like to thank Ather Nawaz for his excellent and professional supervision and all 

those who participated in our questionnaire and 1-to-1 interviews, as well as family members 

and friends who have supported us throughout the process. 

 

 

Adam Touhou and Mahmoud M. Mawaad  

Copenhagen, May 15 2018 
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Part 1: Introduction 

1. Introduction 
 

The use of forms for surveying information has a long historical tradition in society, dating 

back to the 16th century when officers in Spanish provinces were equipped with 

questionnaires to standardize interviewing and observations (Harms et al., 2015). Today, 

surveys (both online and offline) still play a central role in society as a means of data collection 

in research and business work. Whether you are conducting PhD research or market analyses, 

the results you get from a survey are fundamental for your project. Conventional survey 

designers and surveys that are made with online survey generators, such as SurveyMonkey, 

Typeform and Google forms, are often perceived as boring and un-engaging (Harms et al., 

2015).  Holding a consumers attention while conducting a static survey in one of the before 

mentioned online survey generators has become almost impossible in today’s continuous 

noise of competing marketing messages exemplifies another avenue where engagement is 

critical to success. Modern day consumers are fickle and neglectful. Unless something truly 

intrigues them, they move on without a second thought.  

 

Consumers that are exposed to static surveys can often either lose interest or not answer in 

a comprehensive way, which will result in incorrect data collection, as the respondent 

experiences speeding, random responding, premature termination, and lack of attention 

(Harms et al., 2014 & Puleston, 2011). If surveys play an important role in our society today 

then how can we revolutionize them, so they live up to the standard of our technological age?  

Is it time that we update the way we approach surveys to fit the technological capabilities of 

2018 or should we stick to the old paper approach?  

It is now more important than ever to catch the consumers’ attention immediately and hold 

it by engaging with them so that they do not just scroll on. It is within this context that we 

visit the effectiveness of embedding gamification into surveys to increase consumer 

engagement.  
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Gamification is the craft of putting all those fun and exciting mechanics of games into “boring” 

non-games contexts. This makes things you have to do but don’t necessarily want to do more 

pleasurable. Gamification is being used in a wide range of areas, from education to healthcare 

and financial services; large and medium sized companies like Samsung, Google and Dinero 

Aps are all using gamification to not only increase consumer experience but also to increase 

engagement and attention (How gamification is reshaping businesses, Palmer et al., 2012).  

 

It is for this reason that the main objective of this study is to critically analyse the impact of 

gamification on user engagement and experience when conducting online surveys, as well as 

assessing the extent to which it can improve data quality acquired through surveys and thus 

revolutionize the way we conduct surveys online.  

 

1.1 Problem formulation 

Market research is key before rolling out new features for an app or launching a new business 

to accommodate a need in a niche.  This is often done in form of surveys across different age 

groups and in a majority of times against the intended target audience.  

Often you find people answering a questionnaire or survey  'just to answer the questionnaire' 

or because you get something (gift cards, money, etc.) to participate (Andersen, 2002).  

If the survey is too “dull” i.e. unengaging and boring then respondents starts to speed through 

the survey answering somewhat randomly just to finish it quickly. 

This results in unreliable data, even though the survey conductors thinks it is valid. The 

consequences of this could for example be that investors might be misled into investing 

millions of dollars into creating something which do not in reality have a place in the market 

due to imprecise results from the survey.  

Before investing time, energy and money in a new startup one should validate the market 

need but if the data acquired from a survey is misleading, it might result in someone 

developing something unnecessary and unprofitable.  
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Gamification aims to harness gaming into bringing more meaning in e.g. answering a simple 

survey or in everyday work life by blending “boring” work routines with immersion of games. 

By providing the respondent of a survey with a more engaging gamified work environment, 

the idea is as they become more engaged and focused, the results will be more precise and 

the rate of pre-mature survey exit will drop. 

The main idea behind incorporating gamification features is to increase the productivity and 

level of engagement which is otherwise attained with traditional incentives, like monetary 

gain or raising in the ranks.  

Therefore, the aim is to rethink how we acquire data through surveys to see whether or not 

the implementation of game mechanics through a semi-gamified questionnaire would 

increase user engagement and improve different key performance indicators such as 

completion rates and data validity.  

1.2 Research question  

This thesis seeks out to examine;  

“How the concept of gamification can improve user engagement in surveys and how 

companies and researchers can use this information to retrieve a higher number of answers 

that are reliable to a higher degree”. 

Sub-questions:  

• To what extent can gamification of surveys enhance user experience?  

• To what extent can gamification increase data validity?  

• To what extent can we increase user engagement using gamification?  

• To what extent can we trigger intrinsic motivation?  
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1.3 Topic Delimitation 
 
Due to the size limitation of this thesis we have to limit the scope of our study to testing a 

conventional survey design versus a semi-gamified variant of the same design. There are also 

certain factors that we do not include in our analysis such as analysing the collected data 

across age range, gender, occupation, educational background, ethnicity or places of 

residence. Doing so would not only require a larger data sample than we were able to acquire 

before it would provide representable results  in relation to our target audience. The research 

and survey is designed so it can be suited to the average consumer in society. However, the 

survey and research is designed so that we can re-visit it in future research.  

In addition to this, due to time constraints, we were also unable to run multiple variants of 

different game mechanic layouts and setups. In the future, it would prove beneficial to see if 

certain metrics make a segment especially stand out across gamified and non-gamified 

surveys. Our focus is on the business to consumer (B2C) market and, therefore, we delimit 

ourselves from the business to business (B2B) market. A survey directed towards B2B markets 

would go beyond the scope of this thesis, diverting focus away from our main concern: 

consumer engagement.  

Our study was conducted independently from external companies in order to maximise on 

time efficiency and to avoid resistance from companies unwilling to share particular 

information. As full-stack developers, we were able to create custom code, which allowed us 

to design an experiment that were tailored towards the research objectives without any 

technical limitations. We designed the experiment and created a database that measures the 

variables we found relevant for our Analyses. We were also able to add game mechanics to 

any survey design of our choosing. This gave us an incredible amount of freedom to pursue 

what we found best for our experiment. It also allowed us to avoid creating a dependence 

upon external companies. 

The aforementioned limitations are crucial in order for us to fulfil the objectives of this thesis, 

while keeping the analyses and discussion relevant, necessary and adequate. Failure to set 

such boundaries would result in the project becoming too extensive and thus reaching beyond 

our current capacities. 
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1.4 Conceptualizing Gamification 
 
Two definitions of gamification are adopted in this thesis. Firstly, we consider gamification to 

be “the use of design elements characteristic for games in non-game contexts”. (Deterding, 

S., Dixon, D., Khaled, R., Nacke, L., 2011)  In this definition, gamification is the usage of game 

mechanics that are often found presented in different ways across games genres in a non-

game context. Secondly, we consider gamification to be about using the mechanisms and 

thinking of games in non-gaming contexts to create playful experiences for the purpose of 

engaging and motivating users, getting users to acquire new skills and change behaviour or 

solve problems (Andersen, 2013). 

 

With this two-part definition of gamification in mind, our approach to the research at hand is 

to take advantage of the knowledge that exists from game design, loyalty programs and 

behavioural Analyses to create the optimal framework for managing or changing user 

behaviour and pushing users to achieve a certain goal. In our case, it is to push the user to 

answer a questionnaire in the best possible way while the user is enjoying the experience by 

gaining reward and recognition; a matter further elaborated in the theory section of this 

thesis, where each gamification element used in the research process is explained in detail. 
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1.5 Structure of the thesis 
 

The structure of the thesis is illustrated in the figure below, and is discussed in this section in 

order to illustrate the underlying thoughts about the structure of the thesis and give the 

reader a birds eye view of the entire thesis.  

The real world often appears complex and confusing. By constructing a simplified model of 

the thesis, it is possible to discover how the different parts are intertwined and affecting each 

other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Structure of the thesis.  
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In the beginning of thesis, an understanding and introduction to the research field that is 

studied is created. Then a conceptualizing of gamification is given in order to give the reader 

an understanding of what is meant by gamification and how the approach have been to it. So 

first an overview is created, and then the core issue is specified. 

 

The next two parts will go through the theoretical framework and the used methodology that 

are the foundation of the thesis. The thesis will be controlled from beginning to end where 

the methods and theoretical approaches will be explained step by step. 

 

We will get into the so called quantitative and qualitative study, and how relevant data have 

been collected. Moreover, the selected theories will be use to answer the research question. 

After data have been collected and selected the analytic part will presented.  

 

Under the analyses part, relevant aspects of gamification and user engagement is covered 

with regards to the research question and the sub questions in order to put things into 

perspective. In the Analyses part,  focus is on getting into the research question and it shall 

work as a stepping stone to the next part that is related to the Analyses which is the discussion 

part.  

 

The last part will wrap up the thesis with a conclusion and then a perspectivation.  
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1.6 Simplified wordlist  
 
Exit rate: The percentage of people who leaves the current side without completing the 

objective of the page.  

Firstroute: The column in our database, which holds information regarding which variant was 

first experienced is called firstroute. 

Xp: xp or exp is an abbreviation of the word Experience Points. 
 

 

PHP: PHP is a backend language that executes server side. It contains our programming logic 

for randomizing the order of surveys and how they are presented. It also contains our code 

that communicates with our MySQL database and saves data thereto.  

MySQL: MySQL is an open-source database system, which we use to store data in and run 

SQL commands to analyze the data.  

SQL: SQL is short for Structured Query Language and is used to interact with the database.  

 

JavaScript: JavaScript is responsible for the dynamic features of our Game mechanics. We 

have developed programming logic that randomized which emojies are shown, saves answers 

using AJAX and redirects users accordingly.  

AJAX: AJAX is a way of sending data to the server using JavaScript, without reloading the 

entire page. 

HTML: HTML is short for HyperText Markup Language. HTML contains all website elements, 

that is designed using CSS.  

CSS: CSS is short for Cascading Style Sheets. CSS code designs the HTML and contains all 

attributes on where elements are placed, their size and colors etc. 

 

SSL certificate: An SSL certificate is a cryptographic key that can be added to a webserver, so 

that browsers are able to transfer data encrypted with the servers..  

HTTPS protocol: Is a protocol that allows for secure data transfer and is only accessible when 

a valid SSL certificate is installed on the webserver hosting the website. 
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Part 2: Theoretical Framework  

2. Literature Review 
 

This literature review adopts a deductive approach in which theoretical or conceptual 

frameworks are developed in order to be subsequently tested using data (Saunders et al., 

2009). As such, we have identified theories and ideas that are suited towards, and effective 

for, designing our research, completing the interview guide and analysing our collected data.  

It was discovered that there is a large amount of research in the areas of gamification and 

user engagement and motivation respectively. However, the amount of research that was 

found analysing the relationship between gamification and user engagement in surveys was 

significantly less, and not directly related to our research area.  

Nevertheless, a research paper that proves relevant to this thesis is, “Gamification of Online 

Surveys: Design Process, Case Study, and Evaluation” (Harms et al., 2015). This study assisted 

us in exploring different game mechanics that are useful and those that are less useful. Results 

from the study indicate that gamification successfully increased the users’ perceived fun, the 

average time spent, as well as their willingness to use and recommend the survey, without 

introducing a strong bias in survey results, albeit with a lower overall response rate. Their 

study, however, used a full-game survey that rather than adding game mechanics to a survey 

setting, added survey questions to a game. They also only conducted their experiment on 

teenagers and young adults, which may have a stronger  inclination to games than the average 

consumer across other age segments. The experiment designed for this thesis consisted of 

conducting a semi-gamified survey rather than a full-game survey which may only attract 

teenagers and young adults or people who have a strong inclination to games. As mentioned 

earlier, this research seeks to revolutionize the way we conduct surveys and questionnaires 

so they can be suited to the average consumer in society as opposed to single (niche) groups. 

We will not test on different target groups. However, the survey and research is designed so 

that we can re-visit it in future research. As we collect demographics in the survey question 

such as gender, age, place of residents, income etc.  

Supporting research also includes research by Guin et al., 2012 & Cechanowicz et al., 2013 

who argue that the gamification of online surveys has been proposed to make questionnaire 
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filling a more enjoyable experience and to improve the accuracy of survey results. Online 

surveys have been criticized for being dull and boring, which results in negative and erroneous 

respondent behaviour including speeding, random responding, premature termination, and 

lack of attention in general (Puleston, 2011). Gamified surveys have reported diverse benefits 

regarding user experience, motivation, participation and quality of data (Guin et al., 2012). 

The research done by Cechanowicz et al. (2013) designed three versions of  gamified market 

research and tested them alongside the established industry standard in a study of over 600 

participants.  

Their research tested a different dimension of gamification where the was focus on building 

the experiment entirely as a game. Where's our experiment tested selected game mechanics 

that are proven to work by different scientific research and implemented them in a semi-

gamified survey to see how the impact the users motivation and engagement. Overall,  the 

two research papers investigate different and more parameters than we did, and their 

gamification a more like real life game. The two research papers have still been used to 

compare and built our experiment to see find improvement and to test if any pitfalls. 

 

2.1 Theory 
 
In this section we present two main supporting theories that were used for the shaping of our 

experiment when building the surveys: Mechanics, Dynamics or Aesthetics (MDA) framework, 

which allows us to understand the game mechanics aspect of our thesis and the Self-

Determination Theory (SDT) model, which helps us to identify the motivation behind user 

engagement. We also discuss two further theories relevant to the SDT model, before 

analysing several gaming elements in detail. This section provides the theoretical base of the 

study and presents a general understanding of gamification and how it leverages human-

instincts that guide and drive our motivation.  
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2.1.1 Mechanics, Dynamics or Aesthetics (MDA) Framework 
 
To get a more profound understanding of the term ‘game elements’ a look at the MDA 

defining framework (Hunicke et al., 2004) is needed. Mechanics describe the basic building 

blocks (data representations, algorithms, rules, interactive elements) that make up a game. 

Dynamics refer to the resulting run-time behaviour over time. Aesthetics characterize a 

player’s emotional response and experience. MDA supports a formal, iterative approach to 

design and tuning (Hunicke et al., 2004).  It allows us to reason explicitly about particular 

design goals and to anticipate how changes will impact each aspect of the framework and the 

resulting designs/implementations. By working with MDA’s three levels of abstraction, we 

can conceptualize the dynamic behaviour of game systems. Understanding games as dynamic 

systems helps us develop techniques for iterative design and improvement, allowing us to 

control undesired outcomes, and tune desired behaviour. In addition to this, by 

understanding how formal decisions about gameplay impact the end user experience, we are 

able to better decompose that experience and use it to fuel new designs, research and 

criticism respectively.  

 

2.1.2 Self-Determination Theory (SDT), Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation 
 
It is in human nature to either be engaged and pro-active or passive and reactive. Whether 

you are a business owner that wants your customers to be engaged in your product, a 

manager that want his employees to be proactive in a project or a researcher that wants 

accurate and engaged responses to your survey, ultimately the universally desired option is 

for all users to be engaged and proactive. In all aspects of life, we are always mobilizing others 

to act. Therefore, in order for us to know what elements of game mechanics are best suited 

for engaged and proactive user engagement of surveys we will examine different motivational 

theories. 

Motivation is an internal driver for the initiation of a particular behaviour in relation to 

achieving a specific goal (Mullen, 1990; Johnson 1990). Moreover, motivation is defined as 

‘an inner driver reflecting targeted arousal’ (Mullen, 1990), an internal stimulus, such as to be 

hungry, thirsty, have pain or a desire to look better. Brian Mullen & Craig Johnson (1990) put 

forward that certain behaviour is primarily affected by an internal stimulus that initiates a set 
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of actions. Here, they believe that goals are closely linked to motivation and define goals as, 

“to aspire towards action”. Motivation drives behaviour consistent with a specific goal in 

sight, and creates a greater willingness to spend more time and energy to meet the goal. For 

companies or researchers that want to implement gamification this knowledge about human 

motivation important.  To have a solid fundament on knowledge about human motivation is 

your compass when implementing gamification in a survey or product. Gamification uses 

motivation to engage consumers and it is through different gamification elements that one 

can trigger motivation. It is not enough to add one aspect of gamification, such as a simple 

badge, to your business product or survey. In a business setting, knowledge about motivation 

means designing solutions for everything from office tasks and training to marketing or direct 

customer interaction surveys by combining the thinking of a business manager with the 

creativity and tools of a game designer. As a game designer uses different strategies and tools 

to create a new game, so must leaders and managers use a toolkit to facilitate their process 

of gamification. 

The Self-Determination Theory (SDT) by Ryan and Deci (2000) looks into the human 

motivation and personality that concerns people’s inherent growth tendencies and innate 

psychological needs, as well as the conditions that foster those positive processes. It is 

concerned with the motivation behind the choices people make without external influence 

and interference. SDT focuses on the degree to which an individual's behaviour is self-

motivated and self-determined. Using this process, they have identified three needs: 

 

1. Competence: this is related to being effective in dealing with the external 

environment. Learning how to play tennis, do a business presentation or write a book 

are all examples of competence. What matters is the urge to progress and get better 

at something. 

2. Autonomy: this comes from within and is your personal need to do what you want 

and what you think is meaningful to yourself and the values you stand for. 

3. Relatedness: this is the social part and involves interacting and relating to colleagues, 

friends and others. 

 

When these needs are satisfied they enhance intrinsic motivation and well-being and when 

they are undermined they lead to diminished motivation and well-being. According to Ryan 
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and Deci, there is perhaps no single phenomenon that reflects the positive potential of human 

nature as much as intrinsic motivation, and this is why it is important to understand how 

intrinsic motivation can be enhanced.  

Intrinsic motivation represents engagement in an activity for its own sake. For example, if you 

are in college because you enjoy learning new things and expanding your knowledge, you are 

intrinsically motivated to be there. Conducting activities whilst being intrinsically motivated 

seems to have a positive effect on task performance, learning and creativity (Ryan & Deci, 

2000a, 2000b).  

It is this intrinsic motivation we want to help trigger through a gamified survey. The reason is 

that when consumers engage in a survey out of intrinsic motivation most likely they will 

engage in positive and interested way that will reflect more accurate results.  

Contrastingly, extrinsic rewards (money, gift cards, discounts etc.) are often used to impact 

someone to participate in a survey where they show little or no interest in a potentially useful 

activity. There is consensus that extrinsic rewards can be motivating, however, they might 

reduce the value of the activity, counteract intrinsic motivation and mess with social 

meanings (Deterding, 2011; Ryan & Deci, 2000a). This is discussed further below.  

 

Therefore, we find it important to dig deeper into this subject in order to understand which 

factors trigger intrinsic motivation. By triggering intrinsic motivation through gamification we 

expect the user experience will be more enjoyable, satisfying, and most importantly, improve 

the accuracy of the survey. If this is achieved then this research has to some extent succeeded 

as the research question is answered. By triggering intrinsic motivation we expect the 

outcome to be that gamification of surveys can make the user experience more enjoyable, 

satisfying and, most importantly, improve the accuracy of the survey results.  

 

2.1.2.1 Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET) 
 
To further explore the human inclination towards intrinsic motivation and how we can benefit 

from this inclination in our gamified survey, it proves useful to look into the Cognitive 

Evaluation Theory (CET) by Ryan and Deci. CET is a sub theory of SDT that focuses on the 

fundamental needs for competence and autonomy. The theory argues that social contextual 

feedback that contributes toward feelings of competence during action can enhance intrinsic 
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motivation for that action. Accordingly, positive feedback on performance enhances intrinsic 

motivation and negative feedback on performance diminishes it. CET further argues that 

feelings of competence will not enhance intrinsic motivation unless accompanied by a sense 

of autonomy, meaning that people must experience their behaviour as self-determined. A lot 

of the research on the effects of environmental events on intrinsic motivation have focused 

on autonomy versus control, and the demonstration that extrinsic rewards can, in fact, 

undermine intrinsic motivation, as it can result in diminished autonomy. 

Tangible rewards that are contingent by performance can undermine intrinsic motivation, just 

as threats, deadlines and imposed goals can diminish intrinsic motivation, because they 

conduce toward an “external perceived locus of causality” (Ryan & Deci 2000), resulting in 

diminished autonomy. In contrast to tangible rewards, research has found free choice and 

opportunities for self-direction to enhance intrinsic motivation, as it allows people a greater 

feeling of autonomy. 

 

2.1.2.2 Incentive Theory   
 
In order to strengthen our research, it is important to briefly discuss the incentive theory in 

order to dispel the claims it makes against the effectiveness of intrinsic motivation. The 

incentive theory argues that behaviour is primarily extrinsically motivated; people are more 

motivated to perform activities if they receive a reward afterwards, rather than simply 

because they enjoy the activities themselves. If this were the case, triggering intrinsic 

motivation through gamification would prove futile in the bid to improve the effectiveness of 

online surveys However, there is dispute concerning how and for how long motivators change 

behaviour. For instance, some data suggests that intrinsic motivation is diminished when 

extrinsic motivation is given, a process known as the overjustification effect (Incentive theory 

of motivation & Intrinsic vs Extrinsic motivation, LumenLearning).  

 If extrinsic incentives are used to stimulate behaviours that an individual already finds 

motivating (even without external reinforcement), intrinsic motivation for that behaviour 

may decrease over time. In those cases, extrinsic motivators can backfire; instead of serving 

as an incentive for the desired behaviour, they undermine a previously held intrinsic 

motivation. This can lead to extinguishing the intrinsic motivation and creating a dependence 

on extrinsic rewards for continued performance (Deci et al., 1999). A research study 
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presented by Deci (1971) illustrates this problem clearly. In the study, researchers asked 

university students to perform two activities that they already found interesting: solving 

puzzles and writing newspaper headlines. Some of the students were paid to do these 

activities, the others were not. Under these conditions, the students who were paid were less 

likely to continue to engage in these activities after the experiment, while the students who 

were not paid were more likely to continue, even though both groups had been equally 

interested in the activities to begin with (Deci, 1971). The extrinsic reward of payment, it 

seemed, interfered with the intrinsic reward of the activity itself.  It is important to remember 

that not all researchers back the incentive theory and there is still some dispute regarding it.  

 

Intrinsic motivation may not be so vulnerable to the effects of extrinsic reinforcements, and 

in fact, reinforcements such as verbal praise might actually increase intrinsic motivation 

(Incentive theory of motivation & Intrinsic vs Extrinsic motivation, LumenLearning). We do 

not provide any extrinsic reward to our respondents for completing our survey as our focus 

was on intrinsic motivation as this was deemed more effective given the presented theory on 

it.  Secondly because it may interfere with the objective of answering our survey . as some 

might answer for the sole purpose of a extrinsic reward.  

 

2.2 Gamification Elements 
 
The idea that work and play cannot coexist is a flawed understanding that, unfortunately, is 

still widely spread in our society. For many, this idea has been instilled from childhood. 

However, the concept of gamification has highlighted a significant flaw in this line of thinking 

and it is only a matter of time before the rest of world accepts the revolutionary coexistence 

of work and play.  

 According to a study that was done in 2015 by Research and Markets, the global 

gamification market is estimated to grow and reach $11.1 billion by 2020. With such a huge 

market and a wide variety of solutions that can be suited to different businesses, gamification 

can no longer be ignored. A myriad of companies such as Deloitte, Samsung, Google, 

Facebook and Heineken are investing money and time to implement gamification both 

internally and externally.  
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Internally, through engaging and motivating employees and externally, in their business 

model and marketing efforts. A poll by Gallup (Worldwide, 13% of employees are engaged at 

work, 2013) reveals that a high percentage of employees are disengaged from their work and 

are seeking new innovative methods to reconnect. This poll further adds to the importance 

of gamification and how it can be a help to engage and motivate people. More importantly it 

shows why companies are interested in gamification and want to implement it.  

Disengaged employees are less productive and have lower morale because they think 

negatively about their jobs. Similarly, holding respondents’ attention through the completion 

of a survey is difficult, especially in the continuing noise of today's fast-paced digitalized world 

where everyone is competing for their attention. Today's consumers want fast and exciting 

information or else they will move on within seconds, just as they scroll on Facebook.  

This timeline presents information about the growth-value of the gamification market 

worldwide in 2015 and 2020. According to calculations by Statista (2015), the gamification 

market is expected to grow from 1.65 billion U.S. dollars in 2015 to over 11 billion in 2020. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Value of the gamification market worldwide in 2015 and 2020 in billions U.S. dollars - 

Statista (2015).  
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Gamification has developed in proportion to customers’ needs. This has been of great benefit 

to customers. Although, there has been rapid development and profit-growth, not all 

consumers are aware of it. The gamification wave is approaching fast and consumers are 

being exposed to gamification without really knowing or paying attention to its inclusion. For 

example, consider LinkedIn, a professional networking platform. Elements of gamification are 

incorporated into their business model, where the majority of their users have benefited from 

it without explicitly paying attention to it- despite the fact that gamification elements are 

giving them a better user experience and keeping them engaged. This was also evident in our 

experiment, where some of the respondents of our survey did not realise they had been 

exposed to gamification, “I didn’t know that there was some gamification elements in the 

survey I took. Probably because I paid more attention to the questions” (Alisher). 

Gamification aims to harness gaming into bringing more meaning into everyday life by 

blending ‘boring’ work routines with the immersion of games. For example, by providing the 

respondent of a survey with a more engaging working environment, gamification’s main idea 

is to increase the productivity and engagement with otherwise “boring” tasks. This does not 

mean totally converting surveys into game-stations but changing the boring and repetitive 

tasks which come with a survey into a more enjoyable and interesting experience.  

 

In what follows, we present and discuss the advantages and disadvantages connected to the 

gamification elements that are implemented in our gamified questionnaire. We sought to 

take advantage of the knowledge that already exists within game design, loyalty programs 

and behavioural Analyses to create the optimal framework for managing or changing user 

behaviour to achieve the highest accuracy and enjoyment levels. It is important to keep in 

mind that it is highly likely that users or consumers have been exposed to many gamification 

elements before. Therefore, it is crucial to only pursue and implement those that are proven 

to work and those that are suited to the goal we want to achieve. Otherwise, it may result in 

a loss of time and money. In total, three different elements of gamification were implemented 

in our research: validation, completion and prizes (reward). These three aspects are 

presented by multiple sources as the most effective elements in gamification  

The main source that is used here is a study conducted by Werbach and Hunter (2012).  

Werbach & Hunter have examined over 100 different gamification elements and 

implementations that are used the most. Werbach and Hunter conclude that points, badges 
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and leaderborads are often found in gamification settings and are very effective if used 

correctly. An article by Kelly 2012 was used to support the arguments of Werbach & Hunter. 

Kelly argues that only three gamification elements is worth pursuing; validation, completion 

and prizes. 

These three elements are the fundament of gamification and in our gamified survey. 

However, these three elements are only the basis in gamification and when applying 

gamification in any given context one needs to further develop on these three aspect. A big 

misconception is that if just apply PBL’s; Points, Badges and Leaderborads into a product then 

it will make your product fun and exciting. What makes games fun and motivating to engage 

in is when it challenges people, make them use their creativity and adding a sense of 

belonging to a social group. Gamification needs to make people more than they are (What is 

Gamification – Chou, 2014).  

Therefore, in the gamified survey we have added different game elements that can make the 

survey fun, exciting, social and challenge respondents with their creativity to make them feel 

they are developing.  

 

2.2.1 General Guidelines 
 
Game developers and sales corporations know how important it is to catch users immediately 

and give them a good experience within the first 30 seconds. Therefore, the first sessions are 

designed specifically with the aim of ensuring that everyone can easily navigate the gamified 

elements, get started and get a reward. This is called on-boarding (Andersen, 2013), and is 

something that many companies could learn a lot from to catch the attention of their 

customers in a fast and effective why. In order to grab the users attention, the gamified 

elements must be easy to understand and it must be clear what we want the user to do. For 

example, this can be achieved through a challenge. When the user tries to solve the challenge 

at hand, he will be able to see how well he has managed and how far he has come, in terms 

of real-time feedback. When the user reaches a goal, he is rewarded with either graphics, 

audio, points or other items that he would like to achieve, which gives him status that he can 

share with others. 
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2.2.2 Validation 
 
Upvotes, likes, retweets and follower counts are numbers which tell a user that she is popular. 

They are generated by the quality of what the user creates, shares or expresses, and they are 

awarded by other users. Validation is one of the strongest drivers of long-term quality 

engagement because it helps communities form (Everything You’ll Ever Need To Know About 

Gamification, Kelly 2012) 

However, it also requires that the source content or service is taken somewhere outside of 

the provider’s control, so it’s important that designers are comfortable with this. For example, 

this could come in the form of giving users of our gamified questionnaire the option of sharing 

their completion of the questionnaire on their social media pages. In this way they can get 

validation from their friends.   

 

2.2.2.1 Points 
 
The collection of points is also part of the validation process and is often used to motivate 

people to do things. The points element can be structured in many different ways depending 

on your products or service. We are going to use the points element in different ways. The 

first is to effectively keep score and is the most obvious way to use points. Points can tell you 

how well you are doing (Werbach & Hunter, 2012). If you have earned more points than your 

friend or colleague (validation), it might mean that you have played longer or more 

successfully than him. The points are used to determine progress, by defining levels or 

objectives (e.g. you need 10,000 points more to complete the survey). It shows how well you 

are doing compared to others and serves as a marker of status. 

However, one must bear in mind that points are very limited. At  the end of the day a point is 

just a point and nothing more – users don’t get anything to collect points, unless some 

extrinsic reward is given for collecting points. To solve this points are often used in 

conjunction with leader boards to compare one's performance with one's peers. However, 

our experiment does not have any right or wrong answers and is thus not subject to the 

inclusion of a leader board. 
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2.2.2.2 Instant Gratification (Written Feedback) 
 
Instant gratification is the desire to experience pleasure or fulfilment without delay or 

deferment. It is often used to label the satisfactions gained by more impulsive behaviours like 

choosing now over tomorrow (Baumeister et al., 2010).  In other words, it is when you want 

something without delay. There is an innate desire in us to have what we want immediately. 

This theory is interesting when related to the research objectives. If the gamified survey can 

fulfil the need for instant gratification then this might provide more engagement and better 

answers. Respondents will seek to engage more when they get ‘credit’ for answering 

questions.  

To fulfil respondents’ needs for instant gratification, our gamified survey has been equipped 

with functions that serve this purpose. For example, instant emojis pop up as soon as a 

respondent has answered a question and a progress bar has been incorporated that gives the 

respondent a new thank you message each time a question is answered. The progress bar 

itself does not encompass instant gratification, but it is the verbal feedback inside the 

progress bar that serves as the instant gratification and thus encourages the respondent to 

engage more with the questionnaire. 

 

2.2.2.3 Self-Representation as Motivation 
 
Can self-representation work as a internal driver or motivating factor for the completion of a 

survey? We self-represent ourselves all the time. For example,  through our choice of brands 

in clothes, cars, smartphones etc. Companies employ brands as vehicles for building strong 

emotional connections with their customers that drives loyalty and, in turn, profitability (park 

et al, 2010). In order to test whether self-representation can work as a motivating factor for 

completion we added a social media button to our gamified survey offering the option to 

share the completion of the survey on social media. This functionality allows you to share 

when you have completed a given survey in order to help a good cause with family and friends 

on social media pages. Users, through their engagement in questionnaires, can self-represent, 

which will further motivate them to complete a questionnaire.  

The argument is not about what the completion of a questionnaire can do for you from a 

functionalistic view, but how you can represent and express yourself in the right way via the 

completion of a questionnaire. Arguably, if you train in running shoes from Nike, you get a 
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nice pair of running shoes but, most importantly, you get the will for victory, which may be 

the most important thing about the brand. When you buy an iPhone, it's not just about the 

technical features and functionalities of the phone, but more so about what Apple can offer 

you in terms of emotional/social benefit as you become part of a special brand family when 

you display your Apple product. Similarly, when you complete a survey and share it on your 

personal social media pages you are then concerned about what kind of message this sends 

to the world, how other users and friends perceive you and, most importantly, what kind of 

emotional benefit or feeling it gives you in return. 

An interesting study puts forward that verbal praise might actually increase intrinsic 

motivation (Deci et al., 2001) and several factors may influence this. For example, physical 

reinforcements (such as money) have been shown to have more negative effects on intrinsic 

motivation than verbal reinforcements (such as praise). It the intrinsic motivation through 

verbal praise that we seek to investigate within our survey via the social media button as a 

user might get verbal praise from friends, family or colleagues for completing the survey. 

2.2.2.4 Emotional and Altruistic Value 
 
Emotional value (also called hedonic value) is internally motivated and self-oriented for the 

purpose of consuming the product/service or, in our case, completing a survey, solely for the 

emotional experience (Holbrook, 2006). This form of value is related to several forms of 

affective states that may be positive (joy and pleasure) or negative (anger and anxiety). 

Emotional value is derived primarily after the completion of a survey or purchasing a product, 

before the survey takes place, as well as during the survey. Altruistic value is motivated 

internally and aimed at others. The purpose of this kind of value can be due to the realization 

of self or a better well-being, and to explain an individual's concern about how one's 

consumption behaviour affects others (Holbrook, 2006). This means that if you are a good 

example for others, this will help to influence the behaviour of others in the future and thus 

improve yourself. 
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2.2.3 Completion 
 
The Bixby virtual assistant on Samsung devices has a visual progress bar which works very 

effectively. The progress bar tells you how many XP points you are from reaching a new level. 

It’s an example of a motivational factor that guides the user to use the built-in Samsung Bixby 

application more frequently so that eventually they will have acquired enough XP points to 

level up to the next level and acquire a badge unique to that level.  

 

Bixby receives more loyal users who are engaging with their software more frequently.  Users 

are also provided bonus experience points for submitting corrections and suggestions to 

Bixby. These useful user-generated contributions are then used by Bixby to improve their 

software, which then results in a better experience for end users, increased loyalty and, in the 

end, a higher revenue. Below is an example of Bixby’s’ implementation of gamification in their 

virtual assistant software. 

 

Figure 2.2: Progress bar from Samsung’s Bixby.  
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The gamified survey in the experiment has found its inspiration from the Samsung Bixby 

progress bar. It proves useful to extend and replicate the Bixby progress bar as it is easy and 

simple to see and understand. The progress bar represent the completion element in 

gamification and it serves the purpose of giving the user a feeling of control. The user can via 

the progress bar know how long he or she is from completing the survey and thus have an 

overview of the entire survey. The more the progress bar is filled the closer one is to reaching 

the end of the survey.   

2.2.4 Prizes (Rewards) 
 
Air miles, lotteries, health apps and more are all attractive ways to increase motivation 

because they offer prizes like upgrades, money or reduced pricing. These are extrinsic 

benefits. They are clear and popular because everybody knows somebody who has already 

taken advantage of them somewhere down the line. They involve some kind of action, like 

purchasing only from certain providers or buying tickets. In our research we strongly 

considered incorporating a prize for completing the questionnaire, like cinema tickets. 

However, we were afraid that on a smaller data-set there would be a relatively large statistical 

uncertainty as students and poorer people would be more inclined to complete the survey 

for the sake of the reward rather than because they were driven by the game mechanics. To 

rule out this source of error we would have had to add a control group to our experiment and 

have many more people participate than we thought possible, given our scope and resources. 

Moreover, there is no doubt that extrinsic rewards can be motivating, however, they might 

reduce the value of the activity, counteract intrinsic motivation and mess with social 

meanings (Deterding, 2011; Ryan & Deci, 2000a), as discussed previously. 

2.2.4.1 Badges 
 
Prizes can also be embedded within the gamified system and need not be extrinsic. For 

example, a badge is a visual representation of an achievement, awarded to users who 

complete specific activities within the gamified process (Werbach & Hunter, 2012). Similarly 

to the points system element, the badge element can be used in several different aspects, 

depending on your goal. Our badge element serves two different objectives within our 

gamified questionnaire. Firstly, it sets out to achieve what Antin & Churchill (2011) call ‘goal 

setting’. The objective of the badge is to set goals and challenge users to meet the mark that 
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is set for them. This can help motivate a user to complete the survey in order for him or her 

to get a badge which they then can share on their social media pages, as mentioned previously 

in the validation section. This serves to generate validation and approval from their friends 

for completing a questionnaire in order to help a research student or company.  This led us to 

the second badge element that Antin & Churchill (2011) define as  one of ‘status/affirmation’. 

Such badges function as a virtual status symbol, showing the achievements a user has 

accomplished. On the assumption that other users will look more favourably upon someone 

who has acquired a specific badge, some users might be motivated by this. Badges can also 

provide a personal affirmation by marking important milestones, much like trophies on a 

shelf.  

In the below figure a visual comparison is presented to the reader.  The table shows 

which theories are presented and relevant for the different game elements we chose to look 

into and implemented into the gamified survey. 

Elements MDA SDT CET Intrinsic/ extrinsic Instant Gratification 

Progress Bar 
 

X 
 

X 
 

Badge 
  

X X 
 

Written feedback X X X 
 

X 

Audio feedback 
 

X 
  

X 

Smiley response 
   

X X 

Points X X 
 

X X 

Figure 2.3: Simplified overview of game mechanics used in the experiment in relation to motivational 

theories.  

The above figure illustrates the game elements that was used in the gamified questionnaire 

and how they are related to motivation theory. The purpose of this is to give the reader an 

overview of each element and its’ impact on motivation.  
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Part 3: Methodology 

3. Methodology 
 
In this section we describe the selected methods used in our research activities, their 

consequences and respective challenges. We also present and describe the broader 

philosophical underpinnings of our chosen research methods.  

 

3.1 Research Philosophy 
 
This study followed an interpretivist research philosophy, where reality is socially constructed 

and the intended knowledge created is guided by subjective meanings (Saunders et al., 2009). 

The underlying reason for this choice is based on the notion that there is no single truth to 

explaining how gamification can improve user motivation and engagement in surveys, and 

thereby “make sense of the subjective and socially constructed meanings expressed about 

the phenomenon being studied” (Saunders et al., 2009). However while human behaviour is 

an abstract field, numbers are static. By using quantitative research methods, certain metrics 

can be tracked, such as completion rate which when analysed will reveal whether or not the 

participants are motivated to complete the survey if certain game mechanics are introduced. 

 

3.2 Data Collection 
 
Collecting data mainly involves taking two criteria into account. This concerns whether data 

is of a quantitative or qualitative nature and whether data is primary or secondary. 

Quantitative data is represented by speech, and qualitatively represented by anything other 

than speech: text, film, pictures, etc. Primary data relates to the researcher's involvement in 

the raw data collection; it is the researcher himself (and possibly his/her assistant) who 

personally collects data. On the other hand, data collected by other persons, researchers, 

institutions, etc. is called secondary data (Saunders et al., 2009). The below figure illustrates 

the basic approach and technique that was used in order to collect data: 
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Qualitative 

data 

Primary data Secondary data 
 

Stimuli data Non-stimuli data 

Documents, notes, articles, letters, films, 

physical objects containing information, 

newspapers, soundtracks and more 

 
Non-structured and  

semi structured interviews 

 

Projective techniques 

Psychological test 

All types of 

 observation 

techniques 

 

Indirect techniques 

 
 
 

 

Quantitative 

data 

Standardized/structured 

interview  

Psychological test 

Quantative 

observation  

techniques 

 

Indirect techniques 

Public and private  

statistical data collections 

 
Figure 3.1: View on data collecting techniques - Andersen (2009:152).  

 

The thesis consists of a significant amount of existing secondary data in the area of user 

engagement and user experience. This, along with our primary data, is deemed as adequate 

for answering the research question. Secondary data was used in both the analysis and 

discussion chapter, consisting of research data collected by researchers and process data that 

is continuously produced according to activities in society (Andersen, 2002). 

The CBS library and their database have given us oceans of useful data in the area of 

gamification, user engagement and UX (user-experience). Research data related to business 

economics and perspectives are primarily found under the research databases 'Business 

Source Complete', which contain huge amounts of useful data. The data collection process 

has resulted in the collection of many records which require a number of comprehensive sorts 

and structures. As a result, we selected some criteria for this filtration process. First and 

foremost, a significant part of the records were sorted based on an assessment of their 

relevance to the project. This meant that a large proportion of the items received did not 

cover the topic intended. Secondly, we collected secondary data from researchers who were 

most active and acknowledged in the area of gamification, consumer engagement and user 

experience. The researchers we found most active and whose works had been peer-reviewed 

were the researchers that were chosen due to their reliability.  

While our primary data source was quantitative data which we thoroughly analysed, we used 

qualitative methods before and after acquiring it to validate our gamification design. Different 
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methods were used as those who only have knowledge of one method will never be able to 

carry out a comprehensive research design (Andersen, 2002). It proves beneficial for those 

who investigate a given phenomenon to be equipped with a certain range of practices, 

techniques and tools so that the recognition and knowledge they want to produce is in 

accordance with the purpose and goal they have set. As such, a mixed method research 

approach was adopted.  This choice is increasingly advocated within business and 

management research (Saunders et al., 2009), where a single research study may use 

quantitative and qualitative techniques and procedures in combination, as well as use primary 

and secondary data. This method involves using both quantitative and qualitative data 

collection techniques and analysing procedures sequentially. 

Tashakkori and Teddlie (Saunders et al., 2009) argue that multiple methods are useful as they 

will provide better opportunities for us to answer our research questions and allow us to 

better evaluate the extent to which our research findings from our questionnaire can be fully 

trusted and thus accurate inferences made from them. There are two major advantages of 

choosing to use multiple methods in our project. First, different methods can be used for 

different purposes in our study. You may wish to employ, for example, interviews at an 

exploratory stage, in order to get a feel for the key issues before using a questionnaire to 

collect descriptive or explanatory data. This would give you confidence that you were 

addressing the most important issues. The results we argue for in this research are based on 

arguments, opinions and views made by others. By this, we also accept that the foundation 

of our thesis is built around individual, and often complex, deep opinions. We believe this 

approach is similar to the qualitative study way of working. The type of study we have chosen 

to use helps us to explore a phenomenon that does not contain much information or a 

phenomenon that has not yet been explored, a phenomena that can be difficult to explore or 

say something about through quantitative study methods. 
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3.3 The Experiment 
 
A gamified and a non-gamified questionnaire were sent out in social media groups.1 

Which resulted in sixty-nine total submissions from which we chose four respondents to do 

an in depth semi-structured interview with. 

Of the sixty-nine submissions, twenty-seven completed both survey variants and thirteen of 

those respondents had answered inconsistently between similar questions in different survey 

versions. However only six of thirteen participants had added their contact information. Of 

the six respondents, only four replied to our emails agreeing to do an interview. 

From these four respondents two had experienced a gamified survey first and two had 

experienced a standard survey first. What made the six respondents especially interesting out 

of eighteen respondents who submitted their contact information stand out was the fact that 

they had completed both survey variants and answered differently in some of the survey 

questions when switching to the next survey variant.  

As one of the research objectives this thesis dives into answering is ”To what extent can 

gamification increase data validity?” conducting a semi-structured interview allowed us to 

address the assumption that gamification may be a tool that can be used to counter the issues 

of dull surveys. As mentioned earlier dull surveys may result in not just low completion rates 

but also negative and erroneous respondent behaviour including speeding, random 

responding, premature termination, and lack of attention (Puleston, 2011). 

  

This provided us with a deeper insight and understanding of the respondents’ choices and 

user behaviour when conducting the questionnaires. The semi-structured interview is further 

presented in detail in the Analyses chapter of this thesis. The structure of the experiment is 

presented below: 

                                                        
1 Please refer to appendix 7# for a full review of the experiment or https://touhou.dk/gamification/ to try the 

experiment 
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Figure 3.2: Structure of the experiment.  

 

When visiting the survey people are greeted by a welcome screen: 

Figure 3.3: Frontpage of the survey.  
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It states in Danish that this survey is set up in two parts and that entering one's personal 

information is not mandatory. The participant is then routed to either one of the surveys 

randomly and their data is logged. They are assigned an auto incrementing ID and a unique 

user ID for later reference. The form stored their IP address so that we later could filter out 

users who re-runs the form multiple times from our results. The code stores the timestamps 

in the datetime MySQL compliant format, which allows us to do advanced queries directly, 

and precisely with SQL. Having taken these considerations other researches can validate the 

results using queries found in the appendix when replicating the Analyses or conducting this 

experiment. The code is released publicly at: https://github.com/ATouhou/Gamification-in-

surveys-CBS2018  

A visual data representation of a data entry in the MySQL can be seen below. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Representation of data entry.  

 

Both versions of the survey use the default layout and colour scheme of Google Forms. We’ve 

cloned the entire page design and added custom JavaScript coding, so that it sends the 

responses to our servers which is then processed by PHP code and saved to our MySQL 

database. As seen in the above picture we also save relevant information used later in the 

Analyses chapter such as the “firstroute” and “useragent” column. 

 

The gamified version of the survey has multiple game mechanics. As seen in the pictures 

below, when each of the 17 questions are first answered the progress bar increases by 6%2, 

a new written gratification quote is displayed and an animated Facebook emoji (either “wow, 

like or love”)  is shown with text that says ‘+6 points!’. A short audio clip called ‘Game Sound 

Correct’ from freesound.org is also played when a question is first answered. The progress 

bar is also visible at all times as it is added with ‘position: fixed’ in the code. 

                                                        
2 100% / 17 questions = ~5.8 % for each question. 
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Figure 3.5: Example of the progress used in the survey.  

From our data, we were able to measure the Exit rate for each survey version and the average 

length of completion for the first and second survey. However, what is also of significant 
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relevancy to our Analyses is the qualitative interviews we designed to explain certain 

tendencies that were located once our data were analysed. The participants of the qualitative 

interview were selected because they answered both surveys but did not answer exactly the 

same way in both survey versions. By asking them the questions again in an oral interview we 

were able to find out if there is a tendency that the response in the gamified version is the 

‘correct’ answer regardless of being routed first and last, it might indicate that the focus and 

engagement of the participants are significantly heightened due to the gamification features. 

We were thus using interviews able to locate not only pain points and sources of confusion 

but also more importantly able to prove or disprove certain assumptions the quantitative data 

would spark. 

 

3.4 Study Type and Process 
 
To analyse enhanced user experience and data validity, qualitative methods consisting of 1-

to-1 interviews were conducted. This helped us to understand the reasoning behind their 

choices and actions. Qualitative studies are inductive in their early stages due to their 

explanatory/descriptive way of determining the scope, theme and category. Results appear 

only after researchers have processed raw data, whereas data under deductive analyses are 

analysed from an already defined framework (Andersen, 2002).  

 

Our approach was exploratory, which included carrying out a non-gamified and a gamified 

questionnaire followed by a semi-structured interview with selected respondents. We believe 

this approach is best suited to our objectives because it allowed us to dig deeper into people's 

opinions and attitudes and get feedback immediately, for example during an in-depth 

interview. The objective of the interview was to better understand the data collected from 

the surveys and to address the assumptions we made from analysing the data. The study form 

also allowed us to explore phenomenon, which are less known/investigated or not 

known/studied at all. If the interview format was not explorative in nature, we would be 

unable to find other reasons for the collected results other than what we assumed ourselves 

and thus not expand our point of view besides just that. It also allowed us to improvise based 

on the feedback received during the interview for follow up questions, while maintaining a 

list of questions directly related to our predefined objectives. There will therefore be ample 
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opportunity under this method to cover and define as many aspects of the phenomenon as 

possible. 

Our gamified survey design was developed in iterations until we were satisfied with the 

quality of it. We planned with a ‘premortem’ (Klien, 2007) approach. Opposite to post-

mortem, we imagined that we actually performed the study and discussed every single thing 

which could go wrong. We then added precautions which allowed us to pre-act instead of 

react when problems arose. This helped us uncover gaps in our planning, so we could 

strengthen and pre-empt any failures.  

After conceptualizing gamification and defining our research question, we started our 

literature review. This allowed us to define exactly how we were going to develop the 

gamified survey and what theories to use to acquire, analyse and bring qualified answers to 

our research questions. From here, we were then able to apply the knowledge gained from 

the validated academic theories to identify key performance metrics that should be tracked 

on the online survey and the game mechanics we should add therein. After collecting data, 

we critically analysed our results and the subsequent psychological and behavioural 

outcomes, and tried to draw conclusions and explanatory hypothesis for our data set.  

 

3.5 Questionnaire 
 
In our experiment, we chose to use the same questions across both surveys for all 

participants, with the single difference that one survey incorporated game mechanics in the 

form of a progress bar, audio feedback, written feedback, points rewards and positive smiley 

appearances in response to each action, whilst the other was a standard static survey. Each 

survey consisted of eight questions, to which we added an additional nine questions, totalling 

in seventeen questions pertaining to web browsing and ad blockers. The additional nine 

questions are mostly personal opinionated questions in the form of multiple-choice answers 

and were added in order to gain more control over our data. All questions were identical 

across both surveys. The survey questions were re-used from a previous academic study we 

had conducted, as they had been thoroughly tested and validated using qualitative focus 

group interviews.  

We chose to use questions of a general nature in order to gather data across a larger user 

base. The actual data acquired from respondents’ answers to the survey questions is not 
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relevant to our study. Rather, we are concerned with whether or not the respondents are 

providing the same data in both versions of the survey, allowing us to test whether or not our 

semi-gamified version of the same static-survey increases focus and data validity. While we 

could have written a completely new set of survey questions, we believed it would be better 

to reduce the scope of our assignment and focus our energy and resources on matters directly 

related to our research proposition. 

In order to eliminate bias and the collection of subjective data, we chose not to craft questions 

related to views on gamification. Instead, we were able to measure factual data on this topic 

and validate our assumptions with qualitative research methods. We did not inform people 

that our study was related to gamification so that they would not be distracted by our 

gamification features more than a ‘normal’ user would be in a ‘normal’ scenario. This allowed 

us to avoid impacting the respondents answers externally, which reduced the risk of 

corrupted or misleading results. While It might be argued by some that this is unethical, it 

would have been too big a source of error and would possibly have impacted the study to a 

high degree if they had known what the study was really about. To acquire as valid data as 

possible we had to keep it from being too obvious. In any case they were not required to add 

their contact information and they were not promised any physical rewards that may have 

triggered or motivate them to complete the survey.  

When users first accessed the link, they were routed randomly to either one of two survey 

designs: 

 

1. The non-gamified version of the survey contained the default design apparent on 

Google Forms. Whilst Google allows users to choose between different colour themes 

and background images, the layout remains the same. The reason why we chose to 

use the design of Google Forms is because it is very traditional, free and has a large 

market share which renders it an ideal representative of a real scenario.  

2. The gamified version of the survey keeps the original layout and design of Google 

Forms but adds audio and visual gamification feedback upon user input. 

 

After survey completion, each user was redirected to the second version of the same survey. 

Their answers were kept in a centralized database so that we could compare between both 

survey versions and manually contact the users who did not have the same answer to the 
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same question across both surveys. In our interview, we asked the users who gave differing 

answers between surveys, which answer is correct. Our purpose for doing that was based on 

the assumption that if their answer was correct in the gamified survey, regardless of which 

survey the users received first, then we could assume that the gamified survey increased their 

focus and thus the data validity. However, if they affirmed that the answer they gave in the 

second survey was more correct than the first survey, we could assume that the data validity 

was increased by the same question being answered twice, rather than because of any effect 

of gamification. 

Technically the survey tracking was done by our backend instead of leveraging code from a 

3rd such as Google Analytics. This was done due to primarily data precision as the user 

segment who block 3rd party tracking software using tools such as “AdBlock” or “Ghostery” 

would not have their data represented in Google Analytics. We considered adding a heatmap 

by HotJar or another website recording tool such as GetSmartLook so that we could identify 

behaviour on the survey. A heatmap can be an extremely insightful tool as it allows the 

administrator to visually see a screenshot of the website displaying information like where 

the visitors hovered their mouse, clicked, tapped, and how far they scrolled down through 

the page. An example of how the data would look can be found below: 

 

Figure 3.6: Example of heatmap that could have been implemented.  

(Picture from https://www.hotjar.com/heatmaps,  18-04-2018) 
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As we only save survey data when it is submitted, HotJar would have allowed us to see the 

percentage of the page the average user scrolls through before leaving and if the Exit rate 

between the gamified survey and the static survey differed. An example of how this type of 

heatmap could have looked can be found below: 

 

Figure 3.7: Example of heatmap that could have provided insights on user behaviour 

(Picture from https://www.hotjar.com/heatmaps  18-04-2018) 

As HotJar is a 3rd party tool which stores users data and places tracking cookies on visitors 

devices, we would have to add a cookie usage notice disclaimer to be compliant with 

European law. Even though we already use a session cookie we are excluded from being 

obligated to include the disclaimer as the cookie set is only a 24-minute temporary session 

cookie, which is used for critical systems application. No third party tracking tools were added 

due to complying with the EU Directive from 2011 and, more specifically, the Danish 

Electronic Communications Networks and Services Act, which states that all users must give 

their consent before having a tracking cookie placed on their device.3 The usage of heatmaps 

would, however, have given us a secondary source of data which could provide some insights 

into user behaviour and the level of distraction experienced across both surveys. 

                                                        
3 https://erhvervsstyrelsen.dk/lovgivning-og-vejledning-til-cookiebekendtgoerelsen 
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3.6 In-Depth Semi-Structured Interview 
 
All respondents are suitable for interview after they have answered both surveys in order to 

enquire about the user experience and how they perceive gamification in terms of whether 

or not it deducted or added to the overall experience and objective of the survey. However, 

the greater objective of this research paper is to investigate whether or not user engagement 

and data validity are impacted as a result of gamification and to what extent. Therefore, based 

on the number of respondents and the objective at hand, we thought it more efficient and 

accurate to perform in-depth semi structured qualitative interviews with respondents who 

did not give the same answer to the same question across both surveys. 

These types of interviews are characterized by their ability to create dynamics with 

participating respondents, where conversations take place cross-border without fixed 

response categories, resulting in more freedom and open responses (Saunders et al., 2009). 

The interview was structured by a list of themes and questions that we wanted to ask the 

selected respondents,4  although we were aware that the interview might take different 

directions due to the nature of the free conversational environment. The order of our 

questions also varied depending on the flow of the conversation. As the interview were 

conducted semi-structured, we were able to add additional questions throughout the 

conversations to explore our research question and objectives further. 

The reason an in depth interview was chosen is primarily because it is believed that a 

discussion about user engagement and user experience requires a deep understanding of the 

users mind-set and behaviour, which, we believe, could reasonably be achieved through 

promoting a dynamic discussion with four hand-picked respondents. User engagement is a 

social psychological field that requires discussion and interaction with the participants in 

order to get as much in-depth information as possible. This allows respondents to debate 

freely, argue for their opinions, express more views/perspectives about people's habits, 

needs, motives, behaviours, etc. One of the challenges that these types of interviews are 

known for is that the interviewers present (often more than one) should have the ability to 

listen, interpret and be prepared to ask new elaborate questions (Andersen, 2002). Semi-

structured interviews allowed us to get as much profound knowledge as possible and perhaps 

                                                        
4 Please refer to appendix 1#. 
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also push the respondents to the limit in order to get fully comprehensive answers that helped 

us do a broad and comprehensive analyses. Such interviews also allowed us to gain more 

reliable answers as written interviews, via mail, promote a relaxed and superficial 

environment (Saunders et al., 2009). Face to face interviews encourage the respondent to be 

more serious and to try harder to provide valuable information; it increases the validity of the 

qualitative data when respondents are answering with honesty instead of doing it 

automatically via mail without putting any effort into their answers.  

However, Morgan and Symon (2004) emphasise that, because of the nature of email 

communications, such interviews may last for some weeks, there being a time delay between 

a question being asked and it's being answered (Saunders et al., 2009) This, they argue, can 

be advantageous as it allows both the interviewer and the interviewee to reflect on the 

questions and responses prior to providing a considered response. However, it was not 

possible to test this method not only due to the limited time and size of the project but also 

due to it would not have given the true effects of gamification and other variables could have 

influenced answers. 

 

3.7 Credibility 
 
In any given study it is important to ask whether the study is credible and valid. How can we 

know that the data that has been collected is accurate? Will our conclusions stand up to 

closest scrutiny? Can we be sure that our respondent will answer truly? The answer to this is 

that we can’t be conclusively sure. All we can do is to reduce the possibility of getting the 

answers and conclusion wrong. This is why good research design is important (Saunders et 

al., 2009). Therefore, precautions have been taken and are explained in detail below. 

Throughout the entire thesis and writing process we have taken care not to use language that 

can be misunderstood or interpreted differently. We have strived to use academic and 

concise language without it being too technical or too trivial. In this way, it is ensured that the 

reader is not confused or lost through the reading process. With regards to the quantitative 

data set (via the two questionnaires), we used an already tested questionnaire to ensure that 

it was valid and comprehensive for the respondents. We believe the questions were clear and 

very straightforward, which helped to avoid misunderstandings that could affect our results. 

With that being said, our pre-test showed that some of the questions may have been slightly 
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too technical for a person who doesn't have a technical background or that doesn't know 

what an adblocker is. The pre-test exposed that this might have resulted in confusion for some 

respondents but, overall, the majority of the respondents did not feel that way. Another 

possible pitfall is that some respondents were confused by the request to answer the same 

question twice, even though it was very clear and explicit on the front page that the 

questionnaire was divided in two parts. 

In order to overcome confusion in the qualitative data (1-to-1 interviews) several things were 

taken into account.  First of all, we emphasized that the questions were precise and clear, 

should the respondent still be in doubt about what we meant by the question, we were ready 

with follow up questions and explanation. The questions in the qualitative data collection 

were also pilot tested by friends and acquaintances to ensure that many different types of 

people understood the questions. The feedback was used to adjust the questions 

 

Qualitative research is particularly subject to the danger of research bias (the fact that the 

investigator personally influences the research findings) because of the personal information 

collection and treatment that includes significant interpretative elements (Andersen, 2002). 

We assume that the data we have collected is of high quality as the questions were highly 

concentrated and inspired by highly recognized theories in the areas of gamification, 

motivation and engagement.  

 

A dangerous pitfall is whether we, as researchers  and investigators, are credible. We have 

tried to be critical in our material and approach, and sceptical towards our inclinations. Both 

researches have a personal interest in gamification and had some knowledge about the 

subject before we started the research.  Therefore, in order not to respond to our pre-

perceptions, opinions and attitudes, we were very aware of our biases during the preparation 

of the 1-to-1 interviews, which were also pilot tested as mentioned before. It is both an 

advantage and disadvantage that we were are already familiar with the topic at hand; this  

afforded an extra insight that contributed to a deeper understanding of the subject matter 

and, conversely, it could have impaired our ability to observe and analyse. The subsequent 

work has been an iterative process, where thoughts constantly commute between the 

interpreter and the researcher. We tried not to let our interpretation and observations to be 

coloured by our underlying knowledge and interests in the topic, to make sure that it doesn’t 
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get dysfunctional in relation to the research. Interpretation is very crucial to the thesis and, 

therefore, we tried to have a neutral position in our perception and distinguish between the 

opinions and meanings that were said in relation to our already predefined opinions and 

attitudes. The credibility of the produced knowledge and validity depends on the 

interpretation. In addition to this, it is important that we relay our results while clarifying the 

way in which the knowledge is produced and processed. We worked from the perspective 

that an external person should find our interpretation and analyses transparent and natural. 
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Part 4: Analyses and Discussion 

4. Analyses 
 
In the following section we engage in a critical analyses of the data acquired from our 

quantitative data source, which consisted of  two questionnaires completed by a total of 69 

participants, and our qualitative data source, which consisted of four 1-to-1 interviews aimed 

at validating assumptions made based on the results collected from the quantitative data set.  

4.1 Quantitative Data Analyses 
 
As mentioned earlier in the methodology chapter we stored all data entries in a MySQL 

database. This allowed us to run queries to analyse our data using the programming language 

SQL. All queries can be found below, as well as in our database setup in the appendix, allowing 

other developers to validate our results on a larger scale. 

 

4.1.2 Data Summary 
 
Our database of participant entries consists of sixty-nine rows – this means that we collected 

sixty-nine answers in total.5 Thirty-nine participants received the gamified version first while 

thirty received the non-gamified version first.6 Nine participants (23%) who received the 

gamified version first did not complete it. 7  This means that thirty participants (77%) 

completed the gamified version when receiving it as the first survey8. Eighteen participants 

who received the gamified version first also completed the standard version.9 The average 

completion time for our participants who both received the gamified survey first and 

completed it, is 158.1 seconds10. Of the thirty participants who received the standard non-

gamified version first, fourteen did not complete it, which means that sixteen participants 

(53%) completed the standard survey.11 Their average completion time was noticeably less 

                                                        
5 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 1 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
6 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 2 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
7 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 3 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
8 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 4 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
9 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 5 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
10 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 6 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
11 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 7 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
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than the gamification participants, at 85.8889 seconds. Compared to the gamified version, 

this is 54% less, which means participants spent half the time completing their survey than 

those completing the gamified survey. 12However, there was also only nine participants who 

completed the gamified version after having received the standard version first. As seen 

below, the number of participants who received the gamified version first and completed the 

entire experiment was eighteen out of thirty-nine (46%), while those who received the 

standard variant first only had nine participants out of 30 (30%) who completed the entire 

experiment.  

 

Figure 4.1: Completion of entire experiment.  

 

As for the first part alone of the experiment, those who received the gamified version first 

had a completion rate of 77% while those who started with the standard version only had a 

53% completion rate as seen below.13  

                                                        
12 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 8 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
13 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 9 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
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Figure 4.2: Completion of the first round.  

 

Below in Figure 4.3, our quantitative data collected in our custom coded and engineered 

MySQL database is visualized in a manner that allows us to conveniently compare the overall 

stats. Each KPI (key performance indicator) is extensively analysed in the proceeding sub-

chapters. 
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KPI Gamified Standard Gamified % Standard % 

Participants 39 30 56.52% 

*Randomly 

shuffled 

43.48%* 

Randomly 

shuffled 

Exit rate 9 14 23.08% 46.67% 

Completion (part 1) 30 16 76.92% 53.33% 

Completion (part 1 

+ part 2)   

18 9 46.15% relative 

to participants 

30% relative to 

participants 

Completion 

percentage (part 1 

+ part 2) relative to 

part 1 completion. 

18 9 60% who 

completed the 

gamified 

version first, 

also completed 

the standard 

56.25%  who 

completed the 

standard 

version first, 

also completed 

the gamified 

Average 

Completion Time 

158.1 seconds 85.9 seconds 184.05% 

Relative to 

opposite route 

54.33% Relative 

to opposite 

route 

Inconsistent 

Answering 

(according to order 

of beginning) 

9 of 18 

3 on Mac 

1 not tracked 

3 on Android 

1 on Iphone 

1 on Windows 

4 of 9 

2 on Windows 

2 on Iphone 

50% 14 44.44% 

Figure 4.3: Quantitative data collected in  custom coded and engineered in MySQL database.  

                                                        
14 Equation: Y = P% * X.  P% = Y/X.  P% = 9/18.  p = 0.5   P% = 0.5 * 100 = 50% 
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One pre-assumption that we had before starting the research study was that a ‘dull’ survey 

would trigger people to turn off their brains, go into autopilot and answer for the sake of 

completion rather than accuracy. Even though there are only thirteen respondents who did 

not provide the exact same answers across survey variants that equals to 48.5% as the total 

number of participators who completed both survey variants was twenty-seven15. In other 

words only fourteen respondents out of twenty-seven answered the exact same thing in both 

survey versions, which is less than originally anticipated.16 What that indicates is that in longer 

surveys people do not remember what they answered just few moments ago which could be 

due to lack of focus and engagement.  

 

Twenty-four 17participants submitted their names while eighteen18 in total also submitted 

their email. All eighteen who submitted their emails, also submitted their name. Our 

participants also answered from a range of different devices.  

 

Below in figure 4.4 we visually present the user-agent data collected and the amount of 

entries collected for each device. The user-agent HTTP header conveys what device the 

visiting user was using when accessing the site. An entry is registered in the database when 

the user has pressed the start button on the landing page. The thirteen entries that did not 

track, was the first thirteen entries and due to an error from our side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
15 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 10 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
16 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 11 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
17 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 12 to find the SQL code for analyzing the database. 
18 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 13 to find the SQL code for analyzing the database. 
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Device Entries19 

Did not track 13 

Android phone/tablet 24 

iPhone 16 

Macintosh 8 

Windows 8 

Figure 4.4: User agent data.  

 

4.1.3 Exit rate 
 
Exit rate is a term used in web traffic analysis. The definition we are adopting is that the exit 

rate refers to the rate of users that exits the page they are on without completing the 

intended objective of the page or continuing to another page ( Google Analytics, 2018). 

What is apparent from the data acquired is that there is a noticeable difference between the 

gamified and non-gamified versions of the survey. For example in the first round of the 

experiment 23.08% of participants did not complete the gamified survey whilst 46.67% did 

not complete the standard non-gamified survey, leading us to believe that the participants 

were more likely to complete the standard Google Forms survey in the next round if they saw 

the gamified version.  

 

                                                        
19 Please refer to appendix 3 Query 14 to find the code for analyzing the database. 
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Figure 4.5: Pre-mature exit in the first round.  

 

The impact of this finding is that if we assume that the results are in fact scalable, even across 

different demographics, then the survey conductor would lose 50% less visitors by heavily 

reducing their pre-mature exit rates through the incorporation of game features. 

That would not only increase their amount of total entries which could help them reach more 

reliable conclusions when analysing their collected data, but it might also include an entirely 

different perspective to their study from the user-segment who often exits polls pre-maturely 

due to lack of focus or feeling too busy to stay motivated. 

The exit rate is extremely relevant to measure as it provide us a precise and measurable 

metric, that helps answer the objective of this study. 

The difference in Exit rate across the two survey variants shows us that a larger majority of 

participants who started with the regular survey design did not bother to finish it. This may 

be due to lack of motivation as our pre-tests ruled out technical issues. The assumption that 

they left due to lack of motivation is further strengthened by the fact that the game mechanics 

present in the gamified variant of the survey prevented the majority of participants from 

exiting before completing at least half of the experiment i.e. the survey at least once.  

For each answer chosen in the multiple-choice quiz, the progress bar that were visual at all 

time showed them a 6% increase. Moreover, a textual gratification was present above the 
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progress bar changing for each answer provided. As seen in the picture below they are being 

told “you are almost half way through” after answering just 5/17 questions. 

 

Figure 4.6: Textual gratification / feedback.  

 

Furthermore, a small audio clip is played the first time a question is answered. The sound 

resembles the audio we often hear in games when completing something correctly or 

collecting a gold coin. As seen below a small-animated emoji known from Facebook is also 

displayed in the far right side for each unique question being answered. 

  

Figure 4.7: Emojis used in the gamified survey.  
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The gamified survey switches randomly between these three emojis and they were selected 

due to being easily recognizable as they are from Facebook. As the participants in this study 

were all collected on Facebook, we know that they have previously seen these emojis. 

Furthermore these are the three emojis which has positive connotations. They also has an 

accompanying text saying “+6 points!” regardless of the answer being given, as no answer in 

our survey is more correct than others. 

 

These four game mechanics were chosen due to them having an impact on motivation. 

 

What was also discovered is that regardless of the order that the participators receive the 

first survey, the exit rate on the second survey is almost identical. When comparing the Exit 

rate of the second survey in the experiment the ones who first experienced the gamified 

survey had an exit rate of 40% on the second survey. The respondents who first experienced 

the standard survey variant had an exit rate of 43.75% in the second survey. 

As a major difference in exit rate is only apparent in the first part of the survey while the other 

part of the survey is almost identical, it strongly indicates that catching user attention and 

motivating it in the beginning of a survey process is vital as was suggested by the on-boarding 

theory. Having completed the first part in a gamified survey, made the respondents more 

likely to finish even the dull standard variant of the survey. On the other hand, the few 

respondents who made it through the dull standard variant of the survey first continued to 

almost as high a degree to finish the second part of the survey as the other group. 

Figure 4.8: Overview of exit rates across rounds.  

Gamified first (Exit rate %) Standard first (Exit rate %) 

Round 1: 23.08% Round 1: 46.67% 

Round 2: 40% Round 2: 43.75% 
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Figure 4.9: Exit rates according to rounds.  

 

As seen in the figures above having a gamified on-boarding process can increase user 

engagement in surveys and thus lower the Exit rate and higher the completion rate due to 

triggering intrinsic motivation. We learn from the SDT theory by Ryan and Deci that intrinsic 

motivation is more powerful than extrinsic which is what the above results also indicates. The 

lower exit-rate in the first round, when presenting the gamified variant first, clearly showed 

that game mechanics helped reduce the number of participants who pre-maturely exited the 

survey. This shows that game mechanics can trigger intrinsic motivation, in form of instant 

gratification which then results in a higher degree of motivation to complete the survey. 

Instant gratification is showing in the gamified survey primarily as written feedback and 

Emojis.  This helped the respondents to keep answering the questions while giving them a 

“feel good” experience. This will also be elaborated later in the qualitative part of the 

analyses.  

 

 

 

 

 

Round	2

Round	1

40%

23,08%

43,75%

46,67%

Exit	rate	%

EXIT	RATES	ACCORDING	TO	ROUNDS
Standard	first Gamified	first
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4.1.4 Completion 
 
Completion rate is the opposite of Exit rate. In other words, it is the amount of users who 

completed the objective of a specific page and moved to the next page. 

An analysis of the data revealed an important discovery, that when the participants were 

routed firstly through the gamified version with the second survey being the standard variant 

the completion rate of the second round was almost identical to the second round where the 

gamified version is second and the standard variant is first. The clear distinction in the 

completion rate is not present in the second round as is visualized in the figure below.  

Round # Gamified first 

(Completion rate %) 

Standard first 

(Completion rate %) 

Difference 

between the two 

variants 

First part 76.92% (Gamified) 53.33% (Standard) 23.59% 

Second part 60% (Standard) 56.25%  (Gamified) 3.75% 

Figure 4.10: Completion rounds.  

 

This clearly indicates that not only is the completion rate heavily impacted by the on-boarding 

process but it also shows us that the motivation is still higher after having removed the 

gamification and that they are still engaged to a higher degree. It also shows that presenting 

the gamification later in the process is not as effective than as when it was presented first, 

which is evident when comparing the results of the gamified variant when presented first and 

secondly as seen below.  

To find an answer to this we can look at the find Cognitive Evaluation Theory by Ryan and 

Deci. Social contextual feedback that contributes toward feelings of competence during 

action can enhance intrinsic motivation for that action. Accordingly, positive feedback on 

performance enhances intrinsic motivation and negative feedback on performance 

diminishes it. Respondents that took the gamified survey first was exposed to positive 

feedback every time the answered a question and thus achieving a positive and feel good 

experience.  This might have influenced the respondents when they were showed the normal 

survey after the gamified one. Game elements might have impacted their answered even 

though there was none.  
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 First round Second round Difference 

Gamified 76.92% completion 

rate 

56.25% completion 

rate 

-20.67% 

Standard 53.33% completion 

rate 

60% completion rate +6.67% 

Figure 4.11: Visualising the parentage of completion and it’s difference across the two survey 

variants.  

 

However even though completion rates helps answering the question of engagement, it is not 

proof alone that the participant was more focused and thus provided more precise answers 

due to a higher level of engagement.  

As will be presented in the data validity chapter, the gamified version performs better in terms 

of data validity regardless if the participant experienced it as the first or second variant of the 

experiment.  

 

Having seen the above results, it would be extremely beneficial in later research to add a third 

and fourth variant, which presents the gamified version twice and the standard version twice 

to be able to compare the difference. This would allow researchers to compare the difference 

in motivational drop in the second round with and without gamification present.  

 

4.1.5 Time Spent 
 
The quantitative data clearly indicates that users spent more time on the gamified version of 

the survey as seen in figure 4.3.  

However, time spent isn't a Boolean metric whereby more is better or less is better. If too 

little time is spent, the participant might just be skimming through the questions and 

answering hastily in order to complete the survey and thus jeopardising the validity of data 

collected from the survey itself. However, using too much time in the gamified version might 

indicate that they were distracted by the game mechanics and therefore had to use more 

brain power to concentrate, reading the questions twice or even idly playing around. In 
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retrospect, we could have recorded the visitors’ screens using third party tools such as HotJar 

or GetSmartLook. HotJar and GetSmartLook are both relatively new and powerful tools that 

helps provide insights about online behaviour. It allows for recording website visitors 

interaction with the webpage. It also provides "heat maps" which are graphs that helps 

visualize what part of the web application visitors interact with.  

Instead we chose to use qualitative interviews to identify and understand the reasons behind 

the additional time spent in the gamified variant and whether it was a positive or negative 

consequence of game mechanics.  

It was important to design our interview, so that we gain further understanding in regards to 

the extent of influence gamification had on user experience and data validity in our surveys.  

We located participants, who completed both surveys and answered some identical questions 

differently, despite there being no cool down period between the two surveys, which could 

accommodate for a change in circumstance and thus a change in answer. Here, our 

assumption was that when inconsistent answering occurred one of the answers must be right. 

We sought to discover whether there was a consistent tendency in the qualitative follow up 

that showed the answer in the gamified version to be correct irrespective of whether or not 

the gamified version of the survey was the first survey they were exposed to or not. 

4.1.6 Data Validity 

4.1.6.1 Number of Participants and its impact on reliability 
 
Whilst we are aware of the relatively low amount of participants who were present for this 

study and we understand that sixty-nine participants is not enough to compensate for 

statistical improbabilities, we saw little to no benefit in pushing our survey as far and wide as 

possible. That is because we delimited ourselves from comparing our results across different 

demographics based on the assumptions that some people with certain demographic traits 

will behave differently to the effects of gamification. The effects of gamification might be 

completely different when comparing an older segment with a younger segment. We only 

shared the survey online in social media in groups of academics. This allowed us to collect 

data from people who most likely are quite similar in terms of demographics. This allowed 

the data collected to be somewhat precise and representative across a specific niche segment 

of society, rather than having many differing results across different age groups and 

demographics. 
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Nevertheless, the survey does collect data on the age range, income status and 

geographic location of our participants, allowing our research to accommodate other 

variables and expand to include a wider participant sample in the future. Our restricted 

demographic pool of participants compensates for the relatively low total number of 

participants, as does the qualitative validation through interviews. If we had acquired 160 

responses, we might have sixteen elderly exit before completing the gamified version due to 

them not knowing how to turn down the volume on their computer. That would influence the 

Exit rate with almost 10% due to a technical limitation of not being able to disable the audio 

from within the survey that would first be discovered later in a qualitative interview.  

 

To increase the representativeness of the results collected through conducting 

surveys, the collected amount of data is compared to the total population of the target 

audience (How many people do I need to take my survey? -Graglia, 2011).  Thus by lowering 

the population of the target audience by focusing on a single niche allows our results to 

become more representative of that group compared to a higher amount of responses on a 

much higher target audience population. We deliberately chose a group of people who 

consists of a relatively small target audience and have frequently tried asking surveys before. 

Denmark has public statistics on the amount of students enrolling each year. Master level 

students yearly enrolment is 27,499 as of 2017. 27,775 students enrolled 2016. 20 

If we estimate our population size consists of 50,000 people, then if we aim for a confidence 

level of 90% with a 10% margin of error, we would need 68 participants for our sample size.  

If we had to lower the margin of error to 3% with a confidence level of 90% we would need 

737 respondents (Singing about popsicles: How to estimate your population? – 2012, Epstein) 

 The calculations used to find the confidence level and margin of error are: 

                                                        
20 

https://www.statistikbanken.dk/statbank5a/selectvarval/define.asp?PLanguage=0&subword=tabsel&MainTab

le=UDDAKT70&PXSId=186038&tablestyle=&ST=SD&buttons=0  
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Sample Size   = 

 

Population Size = N  |   Margin of error = e  |   z-score = z 

e is percentage, put into decimal form (for example, 3% = 0.03). 

(https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/sample-size-calculator/) 

 

4.1.6.2 Devices and Experience 
 
As demonstrated in the data collected, we experienced engagement through a variety of 

different devices. Besides having done a pre-test with multiple devices to ensure browser and 

device compatibility, we are also able to verify in the following section that no device left 

participants unable to continue due to technical issues.  

 

The below table presents Exit rate and completion rates of participants grouped by device 

and shows at what stage each participant according to their devices dropped off. This 

information will be used in the following section and in the rest of the analyses chapter. In 

this figure “G.” is short for Gamified while “S.” is short for standard. 
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 Android iOS Macintosh Windows Unknown 

Total 24 16 8 8 13 

Total (G.first) 15 6 7 5 6 

Total (S. first)  9 10 1 3 7 

Exited round 1 

(G.first) 

5 1 1 1 1 

Exited round 1 

(S.first) 

7 6 1 1 6 

Exited round 2 

(G.first) 

4 3 1 2 2 

Exited round 2 

(G.first) 

2 4 0 1 0 

Completed both 

(G. first) 

6 2 5 2 3 

Completed both 

(S.first) 

2 4 0 2 1 

Completed both 8 6 5 4 4 

Completed both 

and answered 

inconsistently 

3 3 3 3 1 

Figure 4.12: Exit rate and completion rates of participants grouped by device and at what stage each 

participant according to their devices dropped off. 
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Visually presented below is a graph of Exit rates in percentages relative to the amount of 

participants who started with the two different variants.  

 

 

Figure 4.13: Exit rates in percentages.  

 

What can clearly be seen in the two linear lines in the graph is that percentage wise the 

surveys performance is different relative to what device the participants accessed it with, 

however we learn two important things, which are:  

1) There were no group of devices who were unable to complete the gamified version 

due to technical issues.  
2) The trends are consistent across the four device types. More participants exit the first 

round of a standard design, than the first round of a gamified design. It also shows us 
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that more people exit on the second round, when the first round were the standard 

design regardless of the gamification added to the second round.   

As only one participant with a Macintosh device started, the experiment with the standard 

survey variant the graph shows a 100% Exit rate at first round starting with the standard 

design as he dropped off at that stage.   

 

As for the graph shown below visualizing completion rates, the only consistent pattern across 

the four devices in our data set is that inconsistent answering appears across all devices. 

Besides that trend, there are no other apparent trends between different operating systems 

for mobile devices or operating systems for desktop devices; neither are there any consistent 

patterns for smartphones versus desktop devices. 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Completion trend.  
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However had our dataset been bigger, it might have levelled the statistics and thus exposed 

other patterns across devices explaining user behaviour attached to different device usage. 

In our gamified survey’s pre-test we could see from our user-agent log that a lot of the 

test users were using their mobile devices. When designing web elements, they are not just 

responsive by default. If we had not taken efforts into designing for mobile as well as desktop, 

it would have heavily influenced the collected results, as the experience would have been 

terrible for mobile users thus increasing the exit rates. As our design and layout for everything 

besides game mechanics are an exact replica of the standard Google Forms design, everything 

was already responsive. This eliminated issues such as the question text being too small to 

read without constantly zooming in and out. The game mechanics were designed based on 

being non-obtrusive and thus not influencing the survey experience negatively.  

 

The user-agent is a HTTP header conveyed by the browser when requesting a server resource, 

which can be spoofed or hidden. However, the majority of users do not hide this information. 

After adding the tracking to our code, no user had completely removed it. They might 

however have spoofed their user-agent, but as this requires a certain level of technical 

competence, it is not likely that it would be affecting our study. Adding user-agent tracking 

allowed us to find patterns on user behaviour across different devices. The user-agent is 

information about the device and browser version used by the accessing party. We made sure 

that the game mechanics were responsive and non-obtrusive as seen in the image below: 
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The progress bar sticks to the top of the 

screen, without taking up too much 

space.  

 

The animated emojies are displayed for 

three seconds after answering a question 

the first time only, and are placed as far 

right as possible and has opacity, so that 

the text can still be seen through it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Progress bar and Emoji example.  
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Our pre-test were conducted in 1-to-1 interviews were we monitored their experience and 

asked them questions regarding to their experience. It was conducted on several friends who 

corresponds with the target audience. It was relevant for our study to do this, so that once 

the survey was sent out, the data would not come back malformed. It revealed that users 

were confused when being redirected to the same survey directly after submitting the first 

survey, without any response on the completion of Part 1 of the experiment. The participants 

did not know that we were primarily interested in how they behave rather than the data 

collected from the survey itself. To address this issue, we added an alert box after submitting 

the first survey which read, “Thank you for your response on the first part of the survey. The 

second part now starts”. We also added the first line after “Welcome” in the landing page 

with “This survey is 2-part” as seen below. 

 

Figure 4.16: Frontpage of survey.  

 

Had we not taken these precautions the results might have showed a much lower completion 

rate in the second round because of participants being sure that some error had happened 

and now willing to submit the information again. That would have left us not being able to 
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conduct 1-to-1 interviews with the participants who did not answer consistently in both 

rounds, as they would not have completed the second part. 

4.1.6.3 Survey Questions and Order 
 

In this sub-chapter, some of the assumptions we discussed internally before conducting the 

experiment are mentioned and critically analysed so that a conclusion can be reached in 

regards to the quality of the experiment design.  

Before diving into the assumptions made in regards to data validity and the structure of our 

experiment, some data regarding inconsistent answering will be presented. 

Forty-six out of sixty-nine participants bothered to finish the survey once. That equals to 

66.67%, which corresponds to roughly half of the people who started the survey. 

Of those forty-six participants, only twenty-seven went on and answered it twice as requested 

before starting the survey.  

In a survey of only seventeen questions in each variant, we saw that amongst the twenty-

seven who completed both surveys, thirteen of those had presented inconsistent answering 

in at least one answer. This leaves almost half of the data provided by all participants that 

completed the entire experiment to be unreliable especially as only one participant (id 19 in 

the database) of the thirteen who answered inconsistently did so across all questions even 

the demographics. If we set aside that participant who clearly just submitted invalid data, the 

questions where participants are not answering consistently are: 
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Partic- 

ipant 

Question 

1-6 
(demographics) 

Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 

#27 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ No ✓ ✓ ✓ 

#28 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ No ✓ ✓ ✓ 

#32 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ No ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

#34 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ No ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

#35 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ No No ✓ No 

#48 ✓ No! ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ No 

#59 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ No ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

#63 ✓ ✓ ✓ No ✓ No ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

#65 ✓ ✓ ✓ No ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

#66 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ No ✓ ✓ No ✓ ✓ ✓ 

#78 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ No ✓ ✓ ✓ 

#80 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ No No ✓ ✓ No ✓ No 

Figure 4.17: A visualization of which participants answered which questions inconsistently. 

Please note that the id has been auto-incrementing in the production-environment we 

performed the experiment on, starting from id 13. 

 

As the table mapping out which questions had resulted in inconsistent answering, there were 

not one poorly written question responsible for all inconsistent answers, but rather the data 

shows us that inconsistent answering occurred a total of twenty times across eight questions. 

The first six questions were regarding demographics and no one had answered those 

inconsistently.  Besides those questions, no mistakes were made in question number eight, 

thirteen and sixteen.  

Question 8# is a simple multiple-choice answer with the three possibilities of “Yes, No, Don’t 

know” to the question translated: “Do you use ad blocking software?”.  

Question 13# is a simple multiple-choice answer with the three possibilities of “Yes, No, Don’t 

know” to the question translated: “Do you know anyone whose business had been negatively 

impacted by ad blocking software?”.  
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Question 16# is a simple multiple-choice answer with the three possibilities of “Yes, No, Don’t 

know” to the question translated: “If you were prompted (kindly and at your own discretion) 

to turn off your ad blocking software to support a webpage, would you do so?”. 

These three questions are not unique in either the possibilities of answers available nor are 

they shorter than other questions.  

 

The inconsistent answering in question 11# may be due to not allowing for an “I don’t know” 

possibility. Besides question 11#, only question 10# did not have “I don’t know” possibility as 

well. 

A full list of questions and their answers can be found in appendix 7. 

 

As for the possible outcomes of the methodology of our experiment, there had been four key 

assumptions discussed before creating and conducting the actual experiment. 

One could assume that the second version of the survey completed by each participant is 

more accurate in terms of data validity due to the participant being exposed to the same 

question a second time. On the other hand, one could assume that during the second survey 

the participants were less motivated to focus and answer, regardless of what version they 

received the first, due to the questions being identical. The participants might perceive 

answering the second time around as pointless, as their motivation might be lowered when 

seeing they have to answer the same questions again.  

One could also assume that the gamification features would be distracting and thus lowering 

the data quality. On the other hand, one could argue that the gamification would increase 

focus and engagement thus resulting in a higher degree of data validity.  

 

As for planning the experiment to be able to test these assumptions and answer our research 

objective, we analysed our methodology thoroughly before conducting the final experiment. 

 

We received feedback by multiple users in our pre-tests that both surveys were identical (i.e. 

they did not notice the game mechanics in one of the versions). In anticipation of such 

drawbacks, we chose to route the participants randomly to either start with the gamified 

version or the standard version. We could then see if the differences were relative to what 
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survey they received first or if the results were consistent, relative to what version they 

engage with. 

In this thesis experiment, the same questions and answers were presented in both versions 

of the survey to measure inconsistent answering for each participant. Using qualitative follow 

up interviews enables us to locate if the more imprecise participant answer were present in 

the gamified or conventional survey variant. This helps us answer the research objective of 

the thesis in regards to data validity and to what extent gamification can influence it. The 

study would have gone in another direction if participants received different questions, as 

one could argue that even though they would be less confused about answering the same 

questions twice, the questions themselves could have an impact on whether or not they 

complete the survey. 

While the perfect study would also have incorporated a survey with both identical and 

differing questions and tested different variants such as game mechanics and layouts, the 

scope of our study, at present, does not permit this.  
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4.2 Qualitative Data Analyses 
 

The qualitative interviews were explorative in nature and were approximately 30 minutes in 

duration. As seen in Appendix 1, a small introduction is performed followed by questions 

relating to engagement and motivation before introducing a set of questions regarding 

gamification, satisfaction, improvements and suggestions. 

 

Our selection of participants for the qualitative interview was based upon those who gave 

inconsistent answers across both survey versions (different answers to the same questions). 

Thirteen participants did not answer both versions of the surveys identically but only six of 

those had entered their contact information. Of the six who left their contact details, only 

four agreed to conduct an interview. 

 
As was evident from our Analyses there is a significant difference between conducting the 

standard Google Forms survey and conducting the Google Forms survey with non-obtrusive 

game mechanics added. As the participants who were selected to undergo qualitative 

interviews were those who gave inconsistent answers across both surveys, we are able to 

further investigate the effect of gamified surveys on user-experience, data validity and 

intrinsic motivation. Through the qualitative interviews we was able to dig deeper into the 

respondents answers in the survey and their perceived views on gamification.  

 

4.2.1 Overall User Satisfaction 
 
In our qualitative study we experienced a dissatisfaction with the traditional way that 

questionnaires are tailored today. Two interviewees expressed that questionnaires and 

questionnaire software today are standardized and not attractive to look at or complete. 

Mikkel, who has an academic background and has used SurveyMonkey several times through 

his student years, sought-after a tool that could make a questionnaire more ‘joyous’. 

 

“Survey tools, such as SurveyMonkey, are only looking for profit, they don’t pay much 

attention to updating their software into something more fun to use”.  (Mikkel, Interview 

Participant) 
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The above statement on “boring” survey software is well known and documented in different 

research that was mentioned previously. Therefore, when conducting the gamified survey a 

lot of attention was focused on making the survey itself and the overall experience enjoyable 

and fun.  Emojis and fun written feedback was given immediately after answering a question.  

Mikkel gave his opinion on this and he found the emojis and the written feedback to be: “Very 

funny and it changed the serious mood of the first survey (non-gamified) into a relaxed and 

enjoyable mood”.  Alisher, another participant in the qualitative interview supported Mikkel’s 

postulate. He said: “I recognized the emojis as they are the same Facebook use and I find them 

very funny, as I always use them when on Facebook. I liked that you used them each time I 

answered a question, made me want to answer each question to see what emoji pops up, in 

contrast to the normal survey where there was no funny response”.  

Comparing the two surveys, it is obvious that the gamified survey is the winner here. As it has 

fulfilled its objective in making respondents wanting to answer the questions, and thus 

making them more engaged in the survey which is the goal of the research question.  Another 

goal that the research question seek to examine was to make the survey enjoyable through 

gamification according to our qualitative data this was meet. Two aspects of gamification was 

implemented to make the experience fun, but there is many other aspects that can be 

implemented to further develop it. Such as a scoreboard.  

  

As mentioned in the theory section, according to Holbrook (2006) emotional value is 

internally motivated and self-oriented for the purpose of consuming the product/service, or 

in our case, completing a survey solely for the emotional experience. This form of value is 

related to several forms of affective states that may be positive (e.g. joy and pleasure) or 

negative (e.g. anger and anxiety). The basic intention to focus on consumer or respondent 

preferences will naturally result in more engaged respondents, as they feel emotionally 

attached to answering the survey because they enjoy doing it. 

 

4.2.2 On-boarding  
 

The very first element that should be secured in almost every gamification business model or 

platform is the on-boarding concept that was discussed previously in the theory chapter of 
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this thesis. The idea with on-boarding is to catch the attention of users within the first 30 

seconds. Commenting on her first-impressions of our survey Freya, a qualitative interviewee, 

said: 

 

“I didn’t notice any particular thing or element that caught my attention immediately, besides 

the green colour on the first page. However, when I first clicked on an answer I quickly noticed 

it was not an ordinary Google form survey, as there was a big smile popping up and my phone 

was on maximum volume and making a funny ‘bip’ sound ”. 

 

The on-boarding element affected Freya’s engagement with the survey in two different ways. 

The first one, being a negative one as she did not notice anything “special” on the 

“Welcoming” page. This does not match the exact aim of the on-boarding element as we 

could have lost Freya already on the welcoming page. To solve this problem the welcoming 

page could be removed and instead the first thing the respondents will meet is a “funny” 

gamification element.  

The second one, being a positive one is that she noticed the gamification elements as soon as 

she answered a question pushing her to engage in the survey. On top of that she perceived 

them as funny supporting the previous respondents’ argument about funny elements do 

motivate to engage in action and to fulfil the survey.  

Alisher, a interviewee said: “The green colour was very strong and it filled my phone screen 

that made me pay attention to what was going to come”.  

Our on-boarding existed of a pre-survey screen which shortly mentions that the survey is in 

two parts. This might have affected the results of the survey as some participants might have 

exited already here. A major Exit rate was only apparent in the first part of the survey while 

the other part of the survey is almost identical, it strongly indicates that catching user 

attention and motivating it in the beginning of a survey process is vital as was suggested by 

the on-boarding theory and supported by the 1-to-1 interview.  It is assumed that a notable 

difference would have been apparent if an on-boarding effect is not used. As respondents 

indicated that they was influenced by it – leading to believe that on-boarding elements can 

be well functional to enhance engagement and optimize the overall user experience as a first 

step.  
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By not highlighting that the study concerns gamification, we avoided influencing the 

participants and tainting the results, allowing the participants to experience the game 

mechanics as they would in ordinary settings where they just ended up being exposed to a 

standard web application with game mechanics implemented. This allowed our experiment 

to be as close to reality as possible and also ensure that our primary data collected through 

our custom coded survey was not influenced to a high degree from our on-boarding process.  

 

4.2.3  Points 
 
Every time respondents answered a question they were awarded 6 points. Through this we  

hoped to heighten motivation in the users by achieving a hunger in the mind of the 

respondents to answer all questions as they strive to collect more points. Furat, an 

interviewee who has previously worked with game design and also plays games in his spare 

time, commented: 

 

“I noticed the points immediately. However, I could not see the purpose of them as there 

wasn't any leader-board so we could, for example, compete with others. Maybe you should 

try to give the points more meaning in the questionnaire, so that the user knows what he is 

going to do with the points. The points did not inspire me to engage more, because I could not 

see the purpose of them.“  We are aware that points are often used in relation to leader-

boards to compare or compete with friends. However, our experiment does not have any 

right or wrong answers and is thus not subject to the inclusion of a leader-board. Furat’s 

suggestions imply that there is plenty of room for improvement in the point system.  His 

comments, however, do also imply that the point system works if used in the right way. The 

point system can be further developed to include leader-boards to compete with friends. This 

will also amplify the social aspect of the questionnaire, which can lead to further motivation.  

“The points that popped up gave me some sort of hunger to complete the survey as I wanted 

to collect as many points as possible – because I thought there was a prize to win” – Mikkel, 

respondents from 1-to-1 interview. Freya said: ” A scoreboard would have been nice and 

would have motivated me to collect points.”  

Based on the three statements from our respondents it is relevant to support the point 

element with a scoreboard a give the points a meaning of their existing in order for them to 
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be a source of engagement. Drawing this back to the research question the use of points was 

meant to trigger intrinsic motivation through given the respondents’ a feeling of reward after 

answering a question. Points are related to Rewards and they are a typical motivating factor 

for Players who simply just love to play.  From this, it can therefore be concluded that the 

point system in our gamified survey has not achieved its full potential and that there is room 

for improvement, if these improvements are done it can be an effective element in the quest 

for enhanced user engagement in surveys.  

The points need to function a development and accomplishment for the respondents, if done 

the serve as intrinsic drive for making progress in the survey to overcome each challenge 

which is the questions here.  It is important to emphasis on the challenge aspect to make the 

experience meaningful and thus enhance engagement. The points are also one of the 

fundamental aspects in gamification design as discussed in the theory section.  

The suggestions of adding a competitive element and a possibility of battling friends are in 

line with the SDT theory, which is discussed later in the Analyses. 

 

4.2.4 Progress Bar 
 
Respondents or users often quit a survey if they don't know how long a questionnaire is going 

to be and how long it is going to take to complete. The implementation of a progress bar 

prevents this pitfall and gives the respondents a sense of knowing where he or she is in the 

process. With this, we are giving the user the control of the process. In our study, the progress 

bar was placed at the top of the questionnaire so it was visual and easy to monitor each time 

respondents had answered a question. Freya, commenting on the progress bar, states:  

 

“I liked that progress bar because it gave me a sense of knowing my progress in the 

questionnaire. Often, the questionnaires I have taken do not have a progress bar and I feel 

lost and I just chose some random answers to complete it”.   

Furat stated the following: “I noticed the progress bar quickly, this gave me motivation to 

complete the entire survey. As I then was aware of how long the survey was and when I would 

be done with it given me an opportunity to answer correctly.  

The progress bar served its purpose in given the respondents an overview of the survey and 

most importantly it ensured the validity of the data. This was one of the aims of the research 
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question. After examining the progress bar and holding it up to the feedback from the 1-to-1 

interviews we now know that the progress bar is vital in a survey to increase data validity.  

One last comment from our respondents support this. “In the non-gamified survey I almost 

answered randomly just to finish, but in the gamified survey I gave thought to what I answered 

as I somehow via the progress bar had a time overview on when I would be done” – Mikkel. 

It seems that the progress bas has succeeded in making the answers in the questionnaire 

more valid and correct. At least this is the case for Mikkel, Freya and Furat. 

   

This is perfectly in align with the autonomy part of Ryan & Deci Self-Determination (2000) 

theory. The central element here is about being one's own master and the importance of 

acting out of one's own convictions instead of being dictated and obeying the order of others. 

Deadlines and imposed goals can diminish intrinsic motivation, because they conduce toward 

an “external perceived locus of causality” (Ryan & Deci 2000), resulting in diminished 

autonomy.  Giving the respondents free choice and opportunities for self-direction enhance 

intrinsic motivation as it allows respondents a greater feeling of autonomy. 

4.2.5 Written Feedback 
 
In the theory section we discussed how written or verbal feedback can enhance instant 

gratification and thus make respondents more inclined to engage in the questionnaire.  We 

fulfilled this by incorporating a thank you message into the survey every time a question was 

answered. This also served as encouragement to keep answering the questions, somewhat 

like a coach on the side line that is encouraging his players to giving it all they can.  

In the picture below there is an overview of the written feedback given in the gamified survey. 

The messages can be seen to the right of the picture with yellow font. 
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Figure 4.18: Overview of written feedback given.  

 

Commenting on the written feedback or credit, interviewees said: 

 “First I thought it was nice getting immediate feedback and a thank you, but to be honest in 

the end it was a little bit annoying”. (Freya) 

“It was very satisfying to get those messages every time I went through a question”. (Furat) 

“I felt important when each time I received feedback it made me want to answer more 

questions to get the feedback” (Alisher) 
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 It is evident that the respondents from the 1-to-1 interviews have positive inclinations 

towards the written feedback. Although it was also criticised as too much and annoying in the 

end. A solution to this could be to adjust the feedback to match the target group who is 

conducting the survey or only give written feedback a limited number of times during the 

survey.  

As was presented earlier in the quantitative data, adding gamification helped increase user 

motivation and engagement. The written feedback has been a feature that participants 

noticed. We do believe that this game mechanic proved to be helpful in engaging 

respondents, however as we did not test multiple gamification variants, we are unable to 

prove this by means of quantitative data, even though the qualitative interviews indicates 

this. Another critique towards the written feedback was that the messages were too ‘lame’ 

for some, but this can differ depending on which target audience you are trying to engage. 

The questionnaire was not targeted to any particular audience, so the written feedback was 

not suited to a specific audience but rather written in a way that allows for different types of 

people to relate to it.  The instant gratification has been noticed and our indicative assumption 

is that it is one of four main contributors to the increased completion rate, as respondents 

seem to engage more when they get ‘credit’ for answering questions. Although, other 

elements could also have a direct influence here as written feedback is related to the emojis. 

The emojis was also perceived as motivating and satisfying by respondents.  

 

4.2.6 Badges 
 
The badge implemented in the questionnaire was intended to achieve two things: goal setting 

and virtual status. In short, the overall purpose of this element is to motivate respondents to 

complete the survey to get a badge that can serve as trophy and that they can share with 

friends on the assumption that other users will look more favourably upon someone who has 

acquired a specific badge.  
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Badges can also provide a personal affirmation by marking important milestones. Below is an 

example of the badge respondents received after completing both surveys.  

Figure 4.19: Badge given when survey completed.   

 

Commenting on the badge feature, Furat stated: 

 

 “I did not know that I would get a badge after I had completed the two questionnaires. Maybe 

you should make that clear in the beginning and let the badge be visual as users enter the 

gamified survey. When I saw it on the last part I had a good feeling as I had achieved 

something ”  

 

The above statement offers an important critique, as respondents need to know that there is 

a possibility of getting a badge so that they feel motivated to finalize the questionnaire and 

receive a badge that they can show off to their friends on social media. Alisher commented: 

 

“I liked the last page (badge page) as I feel appreciated for my efforts in answering the two 

questionnaires, even though it was not exhausting to do it, but still.”  

 

The badge is motivating here because it symbolize that respondents is developing and 

accomplishing something. It is the intrinsic drive of making progress, developing skills and 

eventually overcoming challenges. The word “challenge is important, as a badge without a 

challenge is not meaningful.  
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The badge can work as a source of engagement for the respondents but it needs to be visual 

so that respondents are aware of its existence.  The badge which was presented on the final 

success page after completing both surveys was not dynamic (i.e. did not have the name of 

the participant in it). The aim of the badge was to trigger intrinsic motivation in the form of 

getting a prize for completing the survey.  The results from the interviews indicate that the 

badge serves as a prize for ones efforts and thus it can be a source to intrinsic motivation.  

We did not track how many social media shares the badge got via an additional tracking 

system, but by using Facebook Graph API we looked up how many times the survey link was 

shared on Facebook.  Executing a GET HTTP request with our landing page as the parameter 

results in the following JSON feedback, which indicates it was shared nine times in total, with 

us being behind three of those nine social shares. This leaves six shares of twenty-seven 

participants who reached that screen. The “thank-you” page only has one call-to-action 

button, saying “share on Facebook”. Six shares is corresponding to a ~22% conversion rate. 

While being unable to compare it to other numbers, we cannot say if that number is high or 

low in this context. If it had not been a survey context, we could have tested two variants 

against each other. One variant would be without the badge and another with an added 

leader-board, customized badge with their name and custom text fitting in their name in the 

URL and the post.   

21 

Figure 4.20: JSON Response with how many times the survey was shared on Facebook.  

                                                        
21 
https://graph.facebook.com/?fields=og_object%7Blikes.summary(total_count).limit(0)%7D,share&id=https://to
uhou.dk/gamification/ 
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4.2.7  Triggering Intrinsic Motivation  

 
An important aspect of this research was to look into how intrinsic motivation can be 

triggered but also sustained through the process of filling out a survey. For the purposes of 

this thesis we will focus on the autonomy and relatedness concepts of the SDT and CET 

theories (Ryan & Deci, 2000) outlined in the Literature Review chapter within this thesis.  

Alisher, who has limited knowledge about gamification and has ambivalent feelings towards 

surveys, expressed the following: 

 

“I answered the two questionnaires because I wanted to help you guys, but usually I don’t 

always answer questionnaires. I feel motivated to answer them if they don’t give me a 

deadline and don’t constantly send me emails to remind me of it”. 

 

Further, Mikkel agreed to some extent with the statement form Alisher: 

“Well, I found it very amusing to take the first questionnaire (gamified version). I got a   

response from the progress bar every time I answered a question. I didn’t feel any pressure to 

take the questionnaire, but quite the opposite the progress bar help me conclude it. “ 

 

Two very fascinating things can be extracted from the above statements by Alisher and 

Mikkel. First and foremost, they both answered the questionnaire because they wanted to 

help better a cause. Ryan and Deci argue in the SDT theory that the social part of motivation 

can trigger intrinsic motivation, thus the meaning of what friends, colleagues etc. say 

becomes important (relatedness). The reason behind Alisher and Mikkel’s motivation to 

complete the survey indicates that they feel they are part of something that are bigger than 

themselves. In real game this often a motivation to engage. For example, the world is about 

to end and for some reason you are the only one qualified to save it. This gives the 

respondents a narrative that they are important and making them want to engage in the 

survey to “save the world”.  

 The second thing to notice is that Alisher and Mikkel didn’t feel any pressure to conduct the 

interview; they took the questionnaire because they wanted to and not because somebody 

told them. From this it can therefore be argued that when the need for autonomy and 

relatedness is satisfied in users, intrinsic motivation could be released. To optimize intrinsic 
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motivation, it is also beneficial to mention the third concept of the SDT theory, competence. 

As participating in a questionnaire does not require any particular knowledge or skill, this 

concept was not heavily relied upon. The road map to trigger intrinsic motivation from the 

SDT is, to some extent, clear and can be used under different circumstances. When these 

needs are satisfied they enhance intrinsic motivation and well-being, and when they are 

undermined they lead to diminished motivation and well-being.    

The CET can also be linked to the above statements from the 1-to-1 interviews. The progress 

bar in the gamified survey was very helpful in providing feedback to the respondents that 

took the questionnaire and it contributed towards a feeling of competence during the 

process. This enhanced the intrinsic motivation according to our experiment as we had a 

significant higher completion rate in the gamified survey. No direct extrinsic motivators was 

given leading to indicate that the completion rate was intrinsic motivated.   

 

In general, positive feedback on performance enhances intrinsic motivation and negative 

feedback on performance diminishes it as discussed in the theory section.  Although, one of 

our respondents (Freya) expressed a negative attitude towards the messages in the written 

feedback and not the game element itself. This can be that the message in the written 

feedback needs to be adjusted based on demographics in order to fit the needs of different 

segments.  

 

SDT hypothesizes that intrinsic motivation is more likely to flourish in contexts characterized 

by a sense of security and relatedness. Ryan and Deci refer by Manoogian & Reznick (1976) 

to a study that found that when children worked on an interesting task in the presence of an 

adult stranger who ignored them and did not respond to their initiations, it resulted in a very 

low level of intrinsic motivation. Most people have probably tried sharing a good idea with a 

friend, and if this friend ignores you or undermines your idea you would probably feel your 

intrinsic motivation go down. On the other hand, a friend that really listens to you and gives 

you positive feedback on your idea can really ignite your intrinsic motivation.  
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4.2.8 Validation 
 
Intrinsic motivation can be triggered in several different ways. For example,  through  verbal 

praise (Deci et al., 2001).  Likes, retweets and comments are seen as form of success in our 

social-media-driven world and are given as validation of what you express. The gamified 

questionnaire was equipped with an option to share the news that users had completed the 

survey. The objective of adding this element was to trigger intrinsic motivation. We asked our 

interview participants how many of them actually shared the survey on social media after 

completing it and two of them did. 

 

“I shared the survey on Facebook because I wanted to help you guys get more participants 

and because I thought it was a good cause to support and to let my friends see that I have 

completed the survey. Of course I know that I don’t save world by sharing it.” - Furat, from the 

interview. 

“When I completed the survey I shared it on Facebook, because I wanted my friends to 

recognize my efforts in completing the survey” - Alisher 

 

The above  statements suggest that the idea of verbal praise increases intrinsic motivation. 

Furat  and Alisher was eager to engage more in our questionnaire and eager to encourage 

their Facebook friends to engage in our survey. It indicates that a part of their motivation to 

complete the survey was to get verbal praise.  

Further, this also adds to the idea that respondents self-represent through sharing the survey 

on social media. The argument is not about what the completion of a questionnaire can do 

for you from a functionalistic viewpoint, but how you can self-present and express yourself in 

the right way via the completion of a questionnaire. It could be assumed that Furat wanted 

to share a specific message to his followers on Facebook that he is supporting a good cause 

and therefore they should validate him and, in return, he gets an emotional feeling of 

satisfaction for supporting a good cause.  
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4.2.9 Extrinsic Motivation 
 
The primary focus of this research was on intrinsic motivation. It is, however, not possible to 

exclude extrinsic motivation from our discussion as it is an important part of motivation 

theory. Different people are motivated differently. A good example of this is that when we 

sent out the two questionnaires through our network a lot of people asked what they would 

get in return for answering. The people that were told that they don’t get anything were also 

the people who opted to either not answer or not complete the two surveys.   

In the 1-to-1 interviews the respondents were asked directly why they answered our two 

questionnaires. The reason they were asked this is because it is very relevant for the 

experiment to know the basis upon which respondents opted to answer. Furat expressed the 

following: 

 

“I answered primarily because I have an interest in the IT and business world and I like to 

follow new trends and technologies “. 

 

Furat’s statement reflects his behaviour and engagement when answering the two 

questionnaires. He was one of the eighteen respondents that completed both surveys while 

using 

approximately six minutes to answer both, as shown on figure 4.21 below. The average time 

spent on both surveys is approximately four minutes, Furat spent two minutes more than the 

average respondent to complete the survey. This gives us the idea that he has answered in an 

engaged and proper manner, and not just rushed through the questionnaire answering in a 

random manner. Looking at the results from the experiment, Furat also only answered 

inconsistently in question number nine. It was regarding “would you use ad blocking software 

on mobile if it was easy to set up?”. In one survey variant, he answered “I don’t know” and in 

the other he answered “Yes”. The fact that only one question were answered inconsistently 

further indicates that he did not rush through the questionnaire. 

Logical reasons behind spending longer time in survey could either be due to confusion, not 

understanding questions, reading the questions twice, or losing focus and playing with game 

mechanics.  On the other side it could be assumed that it has a positive effect, because they 

spent longer time and took time to ponder about the questions. It was then important to 
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include this in interview to see the reason behind the longer time spent. We too extra 

precaution not to ask question in a non-leading way, so we did not tell that they used longer 

time in the gamified survey – to not impact their answers.   

Nevertheless, on the basis of our 1-to-1 interview, Furat’s statements and behaviour indicate 

that he has answered the questionnaire out of an intrinsic motivation. He can be categorized 

as an ideal and good respondent, a snippet of the data logged for Furat is seen below.  

Figure 4.21: Time spent on both surveys by Furat.  

 

 

On the other side of the spectrum we have Mikkel that expressed the following: 

 

“I only answered the questionnaire because I saw that you guys needed some help. I wouldn't 

have answered if I didn’t know you guys, unless I got something in return”. 

 

A closer look on Mikkel’s behaviour while answering the questionnaire reflect the 

following: 

Figure 4.22: Time spent on both surveys by Mikkel.  

 

Mikkel used around 3 minutes to complete both surveys, which is 3 minutes less than Furat 

and 1 minute less than the average. This could suggest that he answered the two 

questionnaires in a very fast manner without giving deeper thought to what he was 

answering. Although the time spent on the surveys does not necessarily reflect a bad or 

positive answering behaviour, it does give a hint as to how long each respondent may have 

thought about the question before answering. An assumption that could be made is that the 

more time you spend on answering the survey, the more thought you give to each question 
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in order for you to answer in the best possible way. On the other hand, it could also be 

assumed that spending more time in the survey is due to poorly written questions, a high LIX 

number or because of words used unknown to the participant.   

Combining Mikkel’s statement with the time he spent on the questionnaires might indicate 

that he did not answer out of intrinsic motivation.  The interesting question that could be 

asked is would Mikkel had been more engaged and motivated to answer the questionnaires 

if he had been given some extrinsic reward? Based on the incentive theory, the answer to the 

question would be yes, as people, according to the theory, are primarily motivated by 

extrinsic rewards. It would be very interesting to dig deeper in to this topic, however this 

would take us out of our scope as we wanted to trigger intrinsic motivation. The goal of this 

section was to investigate whether extrinsic motivation can be a factor that’s helps engage 

people and, based on the incentive theory and the statements from the interviews, we can, 

to some extent, conclude that extrinsic motivation may play a vital role. However, engaging 

people through intrinsic motivation provides you with better respondents and feedback.  

Intrinsic motivation reflect engagement  in an activity for its own sake. When respondents 

engage in a survey out of intrinsic motivation most likely they will engage in positive and 

interested way that will reflect more accurate results. Therefore, the objective when 

conducting surveys should be to engage people through intrinsic motivation. 
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5. Discussion 
 
 
In this discussion chapter a summarization of the findings will be discussed in relation to our 

research question and sub-questions, and how they can be used as a steppingstone for further 

research. A partial conclusion is given and compared to other related studies and theories.  

Comparing the results of this thesis with that of other researchers allows us to view our work 

and results from different angles.   

5.1 Results in relation to the research question 
 

It was evident from the experiment that people have very different behaviour when 

answering a survey which is of course not a ground breaking discovery. Nevertheless, this 

little detail should be a focus point when designing  any type of survey as results can be 

influenced by this.  For instance, some people started the survey, took a break and the came 

back to complete the survey an hour later. Others completed the survey right away.  The 

difference between the two is that the first one have a had the opportunity to think and 

ponder about the topic given his “break” from the survey. While the other has not have 

thinking time. From the completion and bounce rate it was possible to measure engagement 

as it could be observed who completed both surveys and to some extent “how”. This give an 

insight in the pattern people answer and their experience when answering a survey.  

 

Examining the general pattern of behaviour of the respondents that participated in the 1-to-

1 interviews and how different game elements motivated them, was any consistent views  

found? The answer to this would be yes, as some elements seem to work better and have a 

better effect on motivation and engagement than others. People are motivated by different 

factors and motivation elements are sometimes very subjective. What may be a motivating 

element for person X, is not necessarily a motivating element for person Y and what is 

motivating for women is not necessarily motivating for men. If we zoom out and look at this 

from a demographic perspective than different demographic may be motivated by different 

game elements. This is a valid point to consider as results may be completely void if “wrong” 

gamification elements is used on a specific target group.  
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However, every respondents in the 1-to-1 interview found the progress bar to be very 

effective which is why it can be discussed that the progress bar may be suited to the majority 

of different kind of demographics. To find the correct answer to the above claims it is required 

to conduct a study where each and every game element is tested in a unique way so that it 

can be gauged how effective it is. As it stands now it is not possible from the experiment to 

measure how motivating each and every element that has been used in the experiment is. It 

is however known from the 1-to-1 interviews that the elements are motivating and engaging, 

but the different game elements may have influenced each other. So element A may have 

had a positive or negative impact on element B leading the respondents to believe that both 

element A and B is motivating.  

So, how can gamification improve user engagement in surveys in order to achieve a better 

user experience and higher data validity? To answer this it is reasonable to look at motivation 

theories as motivation and engagement is in very much correlation. Overall, people are 

motivated by three innate psychological needs defined by Ryan and Deci’s Self-Determination 

Theory: Competence, relatedness and autonomy. This proved to fit very well on the 

respondents in the 1-to-1 interviews. Based on the results of this paper people are motivated 

by different things. Some were motivated primarily by competence need and others where 

motivated by a mix between two or three needs.   

Intrinsic motivation is advocated by the Self- Determination Theory as stronger and more 

powerful than extrinsic motivation. Hence the best game elements to implement in a survey 

is elements that drive intrinsic motivation. Respondents that was intrinsically motivated were 

the ones that answered in a comprehensive way and contributed with the most beneficial 

answers. Those who answered out of extrinsic motivation was somehow easy to find as their 

answers did reflect that. People who answered out of extrinsic motivation either quit the 

survey half way or partially answered – while others asked us directly what they receive for 

answering. Leading us to assume they were extrinsically motivated.  

 

It cannot be concluded from our research which specific element works the best to drive 

engagement in surveys, but a combination of different game elements has proven to work.  

What can be concluded is the following, which also answers the research question.  

Gamification can with the help of game mechanics engage and motivate people to give more 

valid and credible answers to an online survey. Applying game elements to a non-game 
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context provide a fun and exciting user experience which helps improve engagement. 

Different game and motivation needs motivate different types of people - not all game 

elements may be suited for all types of demographics. A rational assumption that could be 

made is that an older target audience might not respond in the same way as a younger 

segment. It could be that some game mechanics would be a factor of confusion for them. On 

the other hand, they may be intrigued to a higher degree than the younger segment who are 

exposed to game mechanics more regularly. 

 

Intrinsic motivation is the most powerful motivation and if success in an online survey is 

wanted focus should be on intrinsic motivation. Extrinsic motivation can be motivating but 

cannot be categorized as the best motivation factor as people may lose interest if the reward 

is not satisfying for them. This conclusion is based on the results of this research. The chapter 

5.3.2 contains further discussion in regards to circumstances where the game mechanics used 

in our experiment may demonstrate unexpected behaviour.  

 

5.2 Cross Comparison Across Data Sets and Literature 
 
At the time of writing, we found two academic studies that investigate gamification as a tool 

for increasing user-engagement in surveys, both of which were briefly introduced in the 

Literature Review chapter of this thesis.  

The first study is titled “Gamification of Online Surveys: Design Process, Case Study and 

Evaluation” by Johannes Harms, Stefan Biegler, Christoph Wimmer,Karin Kappel and Thomas 

Grechenig from Vienna University of Technology, Austria (2015).  

The second study is titled “Effects of Gamification on Participation and Data Quality in a Real-

World Market Research Domain” by Jared Cechanowicz, Carl Gutwin, Briana Brownell, and 

Larry Goodfellow from University of Saskatchewan, Canada (2013).  

These two studies will be used in this section and the rest of the discussion as grounds for 

comparison between our findings and those of their experiments. 
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5.2.2 Expectations Vs Reality 

 
One of the concerns and issues raised by Johannes Harms and his team is that creating a 

gamified survey is a ‘big task’.  

The reason that it was possible for us to conduct this experiment without cooperating with 

an external web development company was that we have worked with professional web 

development and design for years. This has been a huge task, as there have not been any 

templates to work out from in regards to gamification. Harms et al., 2015 has also commented 

on this issue. 

Below is a table produced by Harms et al., 2015 in their thesis named “Gamification of Online 

Surveys: Design Process, Case Study, and Evaluation”. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Harms et al. (2015) table.   

 

While the point of concern is valid and developing our gamified prototype survey took 

hundreds of hours to create as well, this is not a big concern for the future of usage of 

gamification in surveys. Game mechanics that we chose to incorporate can relatively easily 

be implemented as features that can be activated on demand in any Google Forms created 

survey or even in other survey generators. However, the game mechanics we developed does 

not fit all kind of survey subjects.  

If the survey is revolving a serious subject such as war, decease etc. the flying smileys would 

not be appropriate and the instant gratification text above the progress bar would have to 

accommodate painful questions.  While this may seem as a big limitation for the usage of 

gamification in serious topics, other game mechanics may be introduced instead. An example 
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could be a badge of honor and massive amounts of experience points could be given, to the 

people who chose to complete questions that awakens bad memories or feelings.  

 

As seen on page 227 of “Gamification of Online Surveys: Design Process, Case Study, and 

Evaluation”, their study is also consistent of 60 participants in total, with 30 participating in 

the gamified version and 30 participating in the conventional survey.  

Our methodology is not strongly inspired by Harms et al.(2015), even though their study 

design is similar in that we both test participant behaviour using two different surveys. Our 

surveys are more extensive as after we collected the data from the first survey completion 

we send the same participants to the second survey to also compare data validity. Harms et 

al. (2015) also only conducts a test between a standard survey and a full-game survey. 

 

Their results however are remarkably close to ours. They also had about twice as much time 

spent in the gamified version vs the conventional survey; “Amongst respondents who 

completed the survey, those working with the gamified design spent about twice as much time 

(19:20 ± 04:42) in comparison to those working with the conventional design (09:18 ± 04:39).” 

(Harms et al., 2015  p.228)  

We chose not to limit duplicate responses as they did with cookies, as we logged IP so we 

could do a distinct or unique SQL later. It may also be interesting to see how many people did 

the survey twice or let a friend try the survey on their device after to assess if they were 

excited by the gamification elements.  

They tracked the following four parameters: 

 

 

1. Amongst respondents who cancelled the survey: after how much time did they 

cancel? 

2. Amongst respondents who cancelled the survey: after how many questions did they 

cancel? 

3. Amongst respondents who completed the survey: how long did respondents take to 

complete it? 

4. Amongst respondents who completed the survey: did gamification increase the word 

count of the plain text answers? 
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Their study showed that 9/30 participants from the gamified survey left whilst only 4/30 

participants from the conventional survey left. These results are opposite of our findings, 

however, it is important to understand that this study tests a conventional survey against a 

completely gamified survey i.e. a game itself rather than a survey with added game 

mechanics.  (Harms et al., 2015  p.229) 

As seen in the picture below, their survey was split into multiple parts and mini-games, which 

in most cases seriously influenced what people answered. 
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Figure 5.2: Harms et al. (2015) survey.  
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They also did a qualitative post-question evaluation however conducted in a quantitative data 

format i.e. a survey.  The data was in regards to “SUS” - System usability scale - where there 

was a large majority of the gamified users, which meant that their system was too confusing, 

harder to learn, harder to use, and in written feedback some respondents complained that 

the mini-games made it too troublesome and took a long time to answer. The self-rated ‘fun 

and likeness’ survey post-test shows that the gamified respondents were more likely to 

recommend it to others. It also showed that it was perceived as more fun to complete the 

gamified version. However, 60% of respondents who were left to answer the post-questions 

were the ones who enjoyed the mini games enough to complete the survey. Measuring this 

segment alone and drawing conclusions on that alone, leaving out the people who clearly did 

not enjoy it and left before completing, is a flawed approach because it does not take into 

account the ones who already left and did not engage in the post-survey. 

 

The study conducted by Harms et al. (2015) is much like ours in that it concluded by 

summarizing how their work extends prior research and what contributions they have made 

to the field of study. While we believe that our experiment framework is a contribution to 

original thinking in analysing this topic, they also believe that that their work documents the 

implementation and execution of a well-planned experiment. They also had a qualitative 

follow up, although in survey format, to provide further information that may shed light on 

certain results. Having studied Harms et al. (2015) work allowed us to avoid some of the 

pitfalls and fallacies their experiment contained. They found issues that require further 

empirical investigation, such as possibly biased answers in one area of the survey and a lower 

response rate. Harms et al., (2015) also consider the possibility of making their source code 

scalable by making it in downloadable re-usable program libraries for software developers. 

We chose to publish our code online at https://github.com/ATouhou/Gamification-in-

surveys-CBS2018 and to keep the experiment live and running at 

https://touhou.dk/gamification/  until the 15th of June 2021. We also took inspiration from 

Harms et al., (2015) and chose to use the MDA framework to choose suitable game dynamics, 

which would produce the intended motivational results for our own survey design. 
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As for the study “Effects of Gamification on Participation and Data Quality in a Real-World 

Market Research Domain“, this study includes a variant much like ours, which has certain 

game elements embedded in a conventional survey design i.e. a semi-gamified survey. 

Moreover, it also includes a conventional variant and a full-game survey variant. In their 

research design, Cechanowicz et al. (2013) only exposed a participant to one variant of the 

survey. Furthermore, they randomized the order of questions in six possible orderings for a 

total of 591 respondents. One issue that arose was system issues, which resulted in 53 

participants not being able to finish the final questionnaire. However, for their analysis they 

still used the respondents’ data for the full 644-participant sample. Cechanowicz et al. (2013) 

compared their data with a univariate ANOVA test, a mathematical statistical analysis 

method.22 Their data shows that the partial game/semi gamified survey has a higher average 

number of completion, whilst the full game setup has an even higher average completion. To 

compare the numbers and the significance in the differences they used a Tukey HSD post-hoc 

pairwise comparison. They also found that demographics such as gender and age did not have 

a significant difference in behavioural pattern and that all their demographic groups 

responded similarly to gamification. They had three age groups consisting of age 18-34, 35-

54 and 55 or older. As the effect of demographics would also be relevant for other researchers 

who will include this data in their scope of analysis, we chose to divide our demographic 

segmentation into five groups consisting of the age ranges:  0-19, 20-25, 26-35, 36-55, 56+. 

Cechanowicz et al. (2013) also did not find that respondents who play video games vs. 

respondents who do not play video games emerged as a factor effecting the motivational 

impact of gamification. Cechanowicz et al. (2013) conducted a comprehensive study with 

three variants of surveys and analysed their relatively large amount of acquired data using 

fitting statistical analysis mathematics. We strived to take the best parts of the studies 

conducted by Harms et al., (2015) and Cechanowicz et al. (2013) and apply it with a new 

approach.   

Our research framework, theory and experiment allows us to verify their results, better 

understand motivation and, most importantly, test the same respondents and see if they 

would give consistent answers across both surveys in order to measure the significance of 

gamification in data validity. 

                                                        
22 https://onlinecourses.science.psu.edu/stat505/node/161 
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5.2 Expectations from Relevant Literature 
 
Prior to designing our research approach, we expected that there would be a heavy load in 

terms of designing and developing the surveys, especially as we had to add game elements to 

a real-case survey setting and not a customized survey design whereby we could fit in the 

game mechanics wherever we wanted. Both our common sense and knowledge of relevant 

literature dictated that there would be difference in the acquired data for the gamification 

variant and the conventional variant. As the analysis of completion rates in chapter 4.1.4 

shows, our expectations were well justified. Having a strong theoretical framework, which 

consisted of the most important theories explaining motivation and the background for what 

makes gamification work combined with an extensive and well-planned methodology, 

demonstrates the validity of our research. Whilst some aspects of the analysis were heavily 

influenced by our own interpretations, it can sometimes be hard to pinpoint the exact reason 

for the results. However, by discussing the possible causes and consequences of the results, 

we can give suggestions for possible follow-up research, which are not too vague and produce 

actionable steps. Knowing that developing our own experiment, would take a lot of the time 

we carefully planned what to analyse and thus had a limited but realistic analysis scope, which 

structured our work approach. Thus, we chose to keep the scope of analysis on the impact of 

Gamification on user experience, data validity, user engagement and intrinsic motivation.  

To answer our research question, we carefully constructed program code, which allowed us 

to measure specific metrics that would address those topics.  

5.2.1 Suggestions for follow up study 
The most important improvement that could be made in future follow up studies is to acquire 

larger data sets.  

Larger data sets are important to help improve the data quality. As the acquired data are the 

core fundamentals for analysis and the analysis lets us understand the research findings, the 

conclusion of the research will be relative to the analysis of the data. As seen in this thesis 

analysis of bounce trends according to participant devices in chapter 4.1.6.2, due to our small 

data set Macintosh shows as having a 100% bounce rate when the standard survey variant is 

displayed first. This was due to only one of eight participants using a Macintosh device in our 

experiment ended up with the standard design variant being displayed first.  
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Having larger data sets would also counter for statistical improbabilities and thus increase the 

validity of the data. We were also only able to find one trend in the completion rate according 

to participant devices used most likely due to small data sets. Larger data sets would also have 

allowed us to analyze across demographics, which would strongly improve our research 

objective of to what extent gamification can improve surveys in general as we would be able 

to see if the results are consistent across user segments based on demographics.  

 

To address this, we believe that a tactical cooperation with a large survey generator such as 

Google Form would lead to amazing insights.  

By crafting new “BETA” features that would allow survey conductors to activate gamification 

features, Google could acquire huge amounts of anonymized data, which could contribute to 

the research area of acquiring more reliable data using a questionnaire.  

For example, one of the BETA features could be a follow up email sent out to participators 

after a set amount of time stating that they would double the chance of receiving an incentive 

reward by filling out the survey again. This feature could be activated regardless of whether 

the survey conductors choose to activate the game mechanics. One could then test whether 

or not they provide the same response to all questions and if a difference is found the data 

could be validated to see whether or not the gamified versions had a larger percentage of 

consistent answering than the regular survey had. In the case where both a gamified and non-

gamified version of the same survey are tested, following our methodology with qualitative 

follow up phone calls by Internet bots (for scalability) could then allow one to verify whether 

or not the data provided in the gamified version had a higher precision in data quality. 

By crowdsourcing the data generation the process of acquiring large amounts of data would 

become possible as well as the ability to test multiple variants each having a different amount 

of game mechanics implemented whilst also allowing the activation of control groups for 

survey conductors who have a larger amount of participants. Google could also improve the 

design and implementation of game mechanics by using various qualitative data analysis 

methods such as technically implementing heatmaps, as previously discussed.  
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5.3.1.1 Choice of theories 
As for evaluating the choice of theories that was used to answer this thesis research question, 

it is evident that our selection of theories for understanding motivation are the same as the 

other researchers who studied the impact of gamification on user engagement in a survey 

context. It is also amongst the most common and most validated theories to understand 

motivation and engagement. This theoretical framework allowed us to make assumptions 

that we built our experiment around. Whilst previous studies used the same theories, they 

did not simplify game mechanics in their partial game survey. This study focused on game 

mechanics that provided instant gratification and validation, whilst other studies focused on 

the method of answering a survey in the form of gamifying the answering format with 

pictured multiple choice questions, five-second quizzes, slogan matching and image 

identification.  

 

5.3.2 Disadvantages of a static vs gamified survey 

5.3.2.1 Circumstances where our used game mechanics can have a negative impact 
Circumstances under which game mechanics are implemented also play a big role in terms of 

data reliability and positive motivational influence, according to other larger studies as will be 

discussed in the following section.  

 

Circumstantial impact of Emojis  
One of the game elements used in the gamified survey was a smiling / happy emoji. A happy 

element such as a smile can provoke positive feelings (Smiling can trick your brain into 

happiness - Spector, 2017).  

These positive feelings can then be manifested in their response, so it will be more positive 

than what it otherwise would have been. 

 

Circumstantial impact of Progress bars 
Many survey generators now have progress bars implemented into their design either by 

default or as a feature to turn on. SurveyMonkey is one of the leading survey generators who 

have implemented this feature. They performed an experiment to answer the following three 

questions (Are progress bars good or bad for your – Liu, 2016):  
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1) Should you put the progress bar at the top of the page or the bottom?  

2) Should you display the page number or the percent completed or just the bar itself?  

3) Should you use a progress bar at all?  

As previous mentioned in this thesis theory chapter, the goal of adding a progress bar is to 

increase user engagement and thus improve completion rates. One could assume that a 

progress bar increased completion rates under all circumstances, however this proved not to 

be true. 

 

Their study consisted of seven experimental conditions across two variants of questions. 

The picture below shows the variations in form of placement and style of the progress bar. 

 

Figure 5.3: Picture from SurveyMonkey showing variations in Progress bar placement.  

 

Their experiment was well structured as they added a control group with no progress bar at 

all to both the short and long survey version. The short survey consisted of seventeen 

questions displayed on eight pages and the long survey consisted of thirty-three questions on 

eighteen questions. All survey variants had their questions presented in the same order. 

SurveyMonkey received over three hundred and fifty responses to each survey variant and 

no respondent completed more than one. 
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Their control group with no progress bars had an almost identical completion rate of 87% for 

the short version and 89% for the long version. Their results were summarized in the following 

picture:  

 

Figure 5.4: Results from the Survey Monkey experiment.  

What it shows is that both the long and short version of their survey performed worse when 

having a progress bar in the top compared to the control group in most cases.  

However their results showed that when adding a progress bar to the bottom of the page, it 

almost always performed better. Their results showed that just the visual scale, with no 

numbers performed better in all cases. Even though the differences of adding a progress bar 

are minor, it clearly does a difference. As for their participants in this study, they were 

selected to represent a diversified group within the United States, which was possible as they 
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are amongst thirty million people registered to their panel called “SurveyMonkey Audience”. 

They do provide a 0.5USD donation to the preferred charity of the participator as an intrinsic 

motivational factor.  

Circumstantial impact of Participant device 
Our analysis of completion and exit rates across participant devices showed no significant 

difference in the survey performance. SurveyMonkey also collects what we refer to as meta-

data and they refer to as paradata, which simplified just means information about how the 

survey was completed. In a blog post regarding “survey science” SurveyMonkey publish that 

their data shows that mobile users are 11% slower than desktop users, at completing a 

survey (Why do surveys take longer to complete on mobile? - Wronski, 2016) 

 SurveyMonkey quote an academic study (Couper & Peterson, 2016), which proposed 

several reasons behind the increased survey duration for mobile users, which are:  

• Slower connection to the server on cellular networks compared to high-speed internet 
• A worse user experience reading and responding to questions on a small screen 
• More distractions for users who are responding on-the-go. 

Couper and Peterson (2016) find evidence that the biggest time drag, is caused by the survey-

taker experience due to the design of surveys. Had we not focused on developing responsive 

design, we might have had completely different results in terms of completion rates on 

mobile. It wold then have been useful and necessary to also group our analysis findings into 

mobile and desktop when doing the data summary.  

 

5.3.2.2 Content and order of questions 

Content 
The content of our survey, may have influenced the exit rates.  

SurveyMonkey found that  

• 77% wouldn’t provide contact information like phone number or email in a survey. 
• 55% wouldn’t provide their full name. 
• 33% wouldn’t say how much money they make. 
• 27% wouldn’t provide identifying geographic information, like zip code.   

(Eliminate survey Fatigue - Susteren, 2017) 
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We had 34.78% participants provide their names, this means that 65.22% participants did not 

provide their name. 26.09% provided their emails, which means 73.91% did not provide 

contact information.  These results are very close to those numbers provided by 

SurveyMonkey. When the participants have entered name and email, they then see the 

questions. We can assume that some of our participants dropped out due to not being 

comfortable answering personal questions, such as how much they earn. We could have 

added other questions as our control group questions, to ensure they were answered the 

same way in both parts of the experiment, however excluding demographics would not have 

allowed us to analyse across demographics in future research.  

Order of questions 
As we did not have huge expectations to the amount of participants, we did not include 

variants with different order of questions, nor did we test with a variation in the amount of 

questions. However, as our primary interest in the collected data of the experiment were in 

the meta data i.e. data about how they responded rather than what they responded, we did 

not have to take special care not to “prime” respondents where the previous question 

influences the respondents answers in the next question. We also did not have to worry about 

satisficing as much as recency. 

 

5.3.2.3 Length of survey 
Another study conducted by SurveyMonkey shows that as the number of survey questions 

rise, so does the exit/drop off rate. 

They took data collected from a total of hundred thousand surveys, grouped by the amount 

of questions. They grouped two thousand data sets for each length of survey. Incrementing 

from surveys with one question to fifty questions.  

As shown below as the number of questions increase, so does the pre-mature exit rate and 

thus the need for game mechanics rises. 
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Figure 5.5: Survey Monkey experiment on exit rate.  

 (Does adding one more question impact survey completion rate – Chudoba, 2010) 

 

Another study they conducted also shows that the longer the survey, the less time people 

spend on each question on average. (How much time are respondents willing to spend on your 

survey? – Chudoba, 2011 ) As seen below, they found that people began “speeding” in longer 

surveys, which then impacts the quality and reliability of data collected in surveys. 
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Figure 5.6: Survey Monkey experiment on the impact length of a survey have.  

 

 
Figure 5.7: Survey Monkey experiment on the impact length of a survey have. 
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5.4 Limitations 
 
We had to map out which game mechanics we would introduce and which we could not due 

to the nature of the study. A leader-board is one of those game mechanics that has a high 

motivational effect gamification wise, according to the research done Werbach & Hunter 

(2012). Due to the type of questions and us wanting to increase the amount of participators, 

we made it optional to fill in the participants name and email. 

 

As for the choice and omissions in respect to this thesis subject delimitation, theories, 

methodology and empirics, we chose to focus on areas which have been neglected by 

previous studies. Our goal was not to use the same theories and methodology as previous 

studies to validate their findings, but to build upon their research method and track other 

dimensions, gaining a deeper understanding in some subjects. The focus has been data 

validity which also explains why we somewhat sacrifice user experience by presenting the 

same questions twice. While some participants were left dumbstruck, confused or frustrated, 

the goal was not to have a satisfied user base but to add the tracking measure of bounce rate 

dependent on what variation of the questionnaire they were met with in the first and second 

round. The benefit of measuring this is that we can acquire an indicative picture of whether 

or not having experienced the gamified version first or second has an impact on their 

motivation to complete the study. 

 

The primary reason and goal behind adding a second round to our experiment was due 

tracking data validity. The objective behind doing so was to measure if the participants 

responded differently in both survey versions. If they responded differently it was then 

relevant to conduct an oral interview to see which survey variant included the correct answer 

and thus presented a higher degree of data validity and reliability.  

The second round however, as it used the same questions, were less likely to result in 

actionable intel on engagement. The fact that they have to answer the same questions again 

might trigger what is called “the Sisyphic condition”. This term was first defined by Dan Ariely 

who is James B. Duke Professor of Psychology and Behavioral Economics at Duke University. 

He performed an experiment which shows that even with extrinsic rewards, participants are 
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less likely to perform repetitive actions which makes them feel like their work was futile (What 

makes us feel good about your work? – Ariely, 2012).  

Changing the second round of the experiment, to use a different set of questions than the 

first round, might have given us completely different data in regards to engagement in round 

2. 

 Evaluating this methodology post-experiment, we found it highly appropriate to 

answer our research question, which revolves around engagement and its effect on data 

precision. However as mentioned earlier in “chapter 5.2.1 – Suggestions for follow up studies” 

there are several things that could have been done differently and better. 

5.4.1 Our decisions and their impact 
By mistake, we did not add user-agent tracking until 13 entries had already been gathered. 

We also did not track the screen size of the visitors even though that is possible using 

JavaScript due to it not being relevant for our analyses, it might however be interesting for 

someone who wanted to track if a smaller screen limits the experience of their 

implementation of game mechanics. We knew that this was not relevant for us to track as our 

survey pre-test primarily was conducted on mobile devices and received positive feedback for 

its responsive design. The game mechanics we added to the survey also were not dependent 

on large screens by nature as they were motivational based progress game mechanics and 

not a game mechanic of say solving a puzzle to become a logo or drag and drop elements as 

other researchers has tested (Cechanowicz et al., 2013).  

In addition to this, we did not track the Exit rate of the landing page before the survey is 

initiated, as it is not of major relevance for this experiment. We consciously put a neutral and 

simple landing page as seen in “chapter 3.3: The Experiment” before starting the survey 

experience. From a code perspective, it would have been easier to redirect directly to one of 

the survey variants, however we thought it to be more efficient that  

- The Exit rate was not randomly influenced by statistical uncertainty of smaller data 

sets and that the participants were actually ready and motivated to complete a survey. 

This also removed “bots and crawlers” of Facebook and other sources from adding a 

data row when they cache the webpage of the experiment to serve the META content 

internally on their platforms. This however in most scenarios could also be filtered by 

excluding the robots user-agent identifier in our SQL queries.  
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- As the server-side PHP code is executed before the static HTML mark-up code is served 

for the browser to render, having a landing page before the survey starts also allowed 

us to make sure that internet speed would have a very low impact on the time 

duration we track as time in the survey. 

- Having a landing page also allowed us to collect contact information before they would 

be put off due to the standard dull design of Google Forms and leave. This approach 

allows future researchers to be able to interview participants who dropped off in 

either starting route to research using qualitatively methods to discover the exact 

reasons for a higher Exit rate in different survey variants that were expected to 

perform better completion wise.  

 

The downsides to this approach that might be argued for could be that 

-  as the landing page has two input fields it could count as filling a survey and thus it 

could have proven beneficial to track its Exit rate (as part of the survey) – i.e. to see if 

gamification helps to grab immediate attention or not and thus test the concept of on-

boarding as previously explained in the theory section.  

However as we are already tracking the Exit rate for each survey variant and in their respective 

routes, we already have data relevant to measuring on-boarding and thus the attention 

grabbing effect of game mechanics. 

- It could also be argued that since the survey was not hosted at Google and the landing 

page is not of the standard Google Forms pre-survey information design the 

participants who continue to the survey are  

1) not representative of a real-case scenario where one lands directly in Google Forms. 

However, our study is not meant to be limited to the Google Forms layout but is rather a study 

of the use of gamification in surveys and their impact on user engagement and data validity. 

As such, we are of the strong belief that our approach best serves our research objectives.  

2) The participants might feel distrust towards another webpage than Google asking for 

personal information using Googles design i.e. a malicious phishing attempt. However no 

interviewed participant made that claim and neither does the quantitative data indicate that 
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as 15 23 out of 18 who provided their names completed at least one version of the survey 

answering questions regarding income, level of education, place of residence, gender and age 

group.  

We also took other precautions such as hosting the experiment on a domain called 

“Touhou.dk” which has an active SSL certificate and we consciously linked to the https version 

of the website and made sure that there were not “mixed content serving” so that the 

browsers would present a “Secure” icon besides the link as seen below.  

 

 
Figure 5.8: Domain name of the conducted experiment.  

 

The survey was also shared on academic groups on social media using “Adam Touhou”’s 

personal Facebook profile where the last name matches the domain name. Lastly, we also 

only shared the survey in groups for students having studying at either SDU that is his former 

place of education or CBS, which is his current place of enrolment.  

 

                                                        
23  Please refer to appendix 3 Query 16 to find the code for analyzing the database.  
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             Figure 5.9: Examples of where the survey was shared.  
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Part 5: Perspectivation and Conclusion  

6. Perspectivation 
  

The topic of gamification and how it can improve surveys contains many different aspects of 

approach. While we could have dived into the psychology aspect alone, we aimed to structure 

our research so that we understand the primary drive factors of gamification and its 

correlation to human psychology and so that we could contribute to this field of study with a 

custom built experiment.  

There are not many research papers and theories that deals with use of gamification in online 

surveys as it is still an untouched area for many companies and researchers. The neuroscience 

behind gamification and especially the question on how dopamine is released in the brain 

when exposed for gamification is an interesting aspect for further reading. The reason this 

was omitted in our research is that it is still a “new” scientific area where there is limited 

research studies, but more importantly the release of dopamine in the brain is extremely hard 

to measure.  

Another research area that could be interesting to dig further in is Marczewski theory on 

different user types. Different gamification and different gamification elements have different 

impact on different users. This is why we discuss the importance of knowing your target group 

when implementing gamification in your business model.  We discussed this aspect briefly in 

the Analyses without explicit using Marczewski theory. Using Marczewski theory on different 

user types requires that we test several versions of our experiment with different game 

elements on a variety of target groups. This could be a research paper for itself.  

In our case we did not have to rely on an external company in order to formulate a research 

question and devise an Analyses. As we choose not cooperate with any companies in our 

research. This made the Analyses independent and we did not have to rely on any company 

data or framework which we believe was an advantage for our research.  
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However, this make the approach of the Analyses itself lack a organizational perspective, and 

thus not entirely suitable for direct implementation in a company that want to make use of 

the recommendations and conclusion in the Analyses.  If we were to cooperate with a 

company we would have to change several things that are not directly involved in the 

research. For example include an economical and financial aspect of implementing 

gamification in the company. It is well know that a with respect to itself will not implement a 

new strategies without considering the financial aspect and assessing if it can generate 

economic growth. A similar analyses must be conducted that analyzes the possible changes 

that can be done and whether I can generate economic growth or employee productivity.  

We have tried to approach this research from several different angels in order to get a full 

overview on where gamification are now and where it will be the years to come. How exactly 

the gamification industry will evolve the next few years is to some extent unclear, but some 

suggestions will say that more and more industries will start using gamification internally and 

externally - especially medium sized companies. As we have seen throughout this research 

that large corporations are already using gamification in the business model, but they will 

probably use in a larger scale in the upcoming years. There will be tough competition from 

the larger players and one must expect some difficulty to establish a comprehensive 

gamification strategy.  

This development is important to document, as investments should not be made by chance 

and implementing a gamification strategy should not be done half-hearted - but going all in.  
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7. Conclusion 
 
In this study we have had the opportunity to research and analyze different gamification 

factors that are supposed to optimize online surveys.  These factors can for example be points, 

instant feedback, rewards, progress bar etc. In this study we sought to examine to what extent 

gamification of surveys can enhance user engagement, data validity and drive intrinsic 

motivation. The experiment in this study applied gamification to a survey in order to test if 

there was any major differences between a normal static survey (non-gamified) and a 

gamified survey. Respondents was exposed to both a gamified and a non-gamified survey.  

From the respondents who answered both surveys and answered inconsistently across the 

two variants, four were hand-picked to undergo 1-to-1 interviews. This allowed us to verify if 

the answer they provided in the gamified version were more accurate than the different 

answer they provided in the conventional survey design. Based on this we are able to confirm 

that gamification to some extent actually can improve data quality and validity. As for 

engagement and motivation, the participants who experienced the gamified version first had 

a significant higher completion rate, than the participants who met the conventional survey 

first. This difference clearly shows us that gamification to some extent can improve user 

engagement. 

We learned from the Self-Determination Theory that intrinsic motivation is the most 

powerful. Therefore, the main focus was on intrinsic motivation. The reason for this is that on 

the long term it is better to focus on the intrinsic motivation as this will give the researcher 

more valid answers where respondents answer, because they have an innate desire to do so. 

Where people who answer out of the extrinsic motivation do not provide high validation 

feedback. This was evident from the 1-to-1 interviews where respondents that answered out 

of a personal inclination answered in a comprehensive manner.  People are generally 

motivated by three innate psychological needs as defined in the Self-Determination theory by 

Ryan and Deci. Namely; Competence, Relatedness and Autonomy. Depending on which 

context of a situation and which game element is used can determine which of these needs 

are most vital for motivation and engagement. We learned from the Self-Determination 

Theory that intrinsic motivation is the most powerful.  
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As the participants who was selected to undergo qualitative interviews were people who 

answered both versions of the survey but had different answers in each survey even though 

the questions were the same we were able to investigate to what extent gamification could 

influence data validity and whether or not it was a positive or negative influence. The answers 

from the interviews indicates that the gamified version achieved a better psychological 

outcome - as it was perceived as more fun and engaging.  Hence gamification was able to 

some extent improve user experience. 

Some of the respondents expressed that some elements could be optimized, such as the 

badge and the audio feedback and that some elements did not attract them. It is hard and 

difficult to measure the influence of each individual game elements in this study as multiple 

game elements was used in the same survey. However, from the interviews it can be 

concluded that some game elements seems to have a better effect on engagement and 

motivation than others. In general, the gamification elements that was used proved to be 

useful in order to push respondents to engagement.  

From this it can be concluded that gamification can with the help of game mechanics engage 

and motivate people to give more valid and credible answers to an online survey. Applying 

game elements to a non-game context provide a fun and exciting user experience which helps 

improve engagement. The results from the 1-to-1 interviews along with the analyses showed 

that data validity was higher and that there was a higher completion rate, which results in a 

higher number of answers which can be credited to the various game elements.  This study 

showed that there was a relative high correlation between the use of gamification and 

perceived enhanced user experience, increased data validity, higher motivation and increased 

user engagement.  However our qualitative research showed that there is a fine line between 

game mechanics being effective for user engagement and creating confusion and frustration. 

We started out with the idea that online surveys needed to be revolutionized through 

gamification in order to fit and live up to our modern day society. Gamification along with 

different motivation theories is a propitious answer to revolutionize online surveys. This study 

indicate the latter statement by testing via an experiment and extending on previous studies. 

However, it needs to be said that our study does not provide a final answer on how to 

revolutionize online surveys, but merely serves as a beneficial stepping stone for further 

research and studies - we have ignited the fire and now it can be further ignited by others or 

ourselves in the future.  
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9. Appendix 

Appendix 1: Interview guide for in depth semi-structured interview 

 

1. Introduction (5min) 

Here the topic was presented and explained in detail. Also, the purpose of the interview was 

briefly discussed, why we had selected them and practicalities. 

 

2.  Engagement and motivation (10 - 15 min) 

- What motivates you to participate in a survey? 

- How do you answer a survey? 

- How often do you answer surveys? 

- Have you ever received some money, gift card, discounts for participating in a survey? 

- Will you answer a survey if you are passionate about the topic? 

- What do you associate with a survey? 

- Do the software play a role when answering a survey? (Surveymonkey, Google forms 

etc. )? 

- Which factors are important when you decide to participate in a survey? 

- What kind of feeling do you have after answering a survey? 

- Was it annoying that you had to answer to questionnaires with the same questions? 

- Did you share the survey on SoMe when finished? 

 

3.  Gamification (10 -15min) 

- Have you heard of gamification before? 

- What experiences do you have with it? 

- Was you aware of the gamification elements in the survey? 

- What do you associate with gamification? 

- What do you think of when seeing gamification elements? 

- Which elements did you think of positive/negative? 

- Which elements worked and which didn't? 

- Did the gamification survey catch your attention right away? 
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4. Satisfaction (5min) 

- Were you satisfied with the survey? 

- Which one was best? 

 

5. Improvements and suggestions (5min) 

Is there anything that can be improved in the survey? 

Did you miss anything particular? 

 

Appendix 2: Personal Profiles 

 

- Age: This is important because motivation and engagement might differ based on age 

group. 

- Gender: Motivation might differ based on gender. 

- Professional background: An IT guy might be more aware of gamification than others. 

- Interests / activities: Tells who the person is 

- Attitudes: Positive / negative towards gamification and surveys 

- Experiences: Have the had any bad/good experiences with surveys and gamification. 

 

1. Furat | 30 years | Male | Economist| Full-time | Knows a lot about gamification| Good 

experiences with gamification| Positive towards surveys| 

2. Freya | 25 years| Female| Business and IT| Student| Knows a lot about gamification| 

Good experiences with gamification| Positive towards surveys| 

3. Mikkel | 28 years| Male| Political Scientist| Full-time| Very limited knowledge about 

gamification| Negative towards surveys| 

4. Alisher | 23 years| Male| Student| History| Limited knowledge about knowledge| 

Ambivalent feelings towards surveys| 
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Appendix 3: Queries 

 

Query 1: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` 

Query 2: 

SELECT firstroute, COUNT(firstroute) FROM `bs_entries` group by firstroute 

Query 3: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND gamified_finished = '0000-00-00 

00:00:00' 

Query 4: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND gamified_finished != '0000-00-00 

00:00:00' 

Query 5: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND standard_finished != '0000-00-00 

00:00:00' 

Query 6: 

select id, avg(TIMESTAMPDIFF(SECOND,gamified_start,gamified_finished)) from bs_entries WHERE 

firstroute = 1 AND gamified_start != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND gamified_finished != '0000-00-00 

00:00:00' 

Query 7: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND standard_finished = '0000-00-00 

00:00:00' 

Query 8: 

select id, avg(TIMESTAMPDIFF(SECOND,gamified_start,gamified_finished)) from bs_entries WHERE 

firstroute = 2 AND standard_start != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND standard_finished != '0000-00-00 

00:00:00' 

Query 9: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND gamified_finished != '0000-00-00 

00:00:00' 

Query 10: 

SELECT * FROM `bs_entries` WHERE 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q1 != s_q1 

OR 
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`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q2 != s_q2 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q3 != s_q3 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q4 != s_q4 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q5 != s_q5 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q6 != s_q6 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q7 != s_q7 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q8 != s_q8 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q9 != s_q9 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q10 != s_q10 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q11 != s_q11 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q12 != s_q12 

OR 
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`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q13 != s_q13 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q14 != s_q14 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q15 != s_q15 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q16 != s_q16 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q17 != s_q17 

 

Query 11: 

SELECT * FROM `bs_entries` WHERE 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q1 = s_q1 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q2 = s_q2 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q3 = s_q3 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q4 = s_q4 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q5 = s_q5 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q6 = s_q6 
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OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q7 = s_q7 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q8 = s_q8 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q9 = s_q9 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q10 = s_q10 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q11 = s_q11 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q12 = s_q12 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q13 = s_q13 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q14 = s_q14 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q15 = s_q15 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q16 = s_q16 

OR 

`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 

g_q17 = s_q17 
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Query 12: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `email` != '' 

 

Query 13: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `name` != '' AND email != '' 

 

Query 14: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `useragent` LIKE '%android%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `useragent` LIKE '%Macintosh%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `useragent` LIKE '%windows%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `useragent` = '' 

 

Query 15: 

 

Query 16: 

SELECT * FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `name` != '' AND `gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' OR 

`name` != '' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' 

 

Query 17: 

Total data entries grouped by device: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `useragent` LIKE '%android%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `useragent` LIKE '%Macintosh%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `useragent` LIKE '%windows%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE `useragent` = '' 

 

Total data entries starting with the Gamified version first for each user agent: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1  AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1  AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%Macintosh%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows %' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND  `useragent` = '' 
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Total data entries starting with the Standard version first for each user agent: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2  AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2  AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%Macintosh%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows %' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND  `useragent` = '' 

 

Total data entries starting with the Gamified version first and exiting in first round: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%android%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%iphone%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%Macintosh%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%windows %' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` = '' 

 

Total data entries starting with the Standard version first and exiting in first round: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%android%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%iphone%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%Macintosh%' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%windows %' 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` = '' 

 

Total data entries starting with the Gamified version first and exiting in second round: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `standard_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%android%' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 
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SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `standard_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%iphone%' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `standard_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%Macintosh%' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `standard_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%windows %' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `standard_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` = '' AND `gamified_finished` != 0  

 

Total data entries starting with the Standard version first and exiting in second round: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%android%' AND `standard_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%iphone%' AND `standard_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%Macintosh%' AND `standard_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%windows %' AND `standard_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `gamified_finished` = 0 AND  

`useragent` = '' AND `standard_finished` != 0 

Total data entries starting with the Gamified version first and completed both: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `standard_finished` != 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%android%' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `standard_finished` != 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%iphone%' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `standard_finished` != 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%Macintosh%' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `standard_finished` != 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%windows %' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 1 AND `standard_finished` != 0 AND  

`useragent` = '' AND `gamified_finished` != 0  

Total data entries starting with the Standard version first and completed both: 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `standard_finished` != 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%android%' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 
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SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `standard_finished` != 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%iphone%' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `standard_finished` != 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%Macintosh%' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `standard_finished` != 0 AND  

`useragent` LIKE '%windows %' AND `gamified_finished` != 0 

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM `bs_entries` WHERE firstroute = 2 AND `standard_finished` != 0 AND  

`useragent` = '' AND `gamified_finished` != 0  

Total data entries who completed both variants and answered inconsistently  for each user agent 

SELECT * FROM `bs_entries` WHERE 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q1 != s_q1 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q2 != s_q2 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q3 != s_q3 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q4 != s_q4 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q5 != s_q5 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q6 != s_q6 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q7 != s_q7 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q8 != s_q8 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q9 != s_q9 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q10 != s_q10 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q11 != s_q11 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q12 != s_q12 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
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`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q13 != s_q13 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q14 != s_q14 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q15 != s_q15 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q16 != s_q16 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q17 != s_q17 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%android%'  
 
 
SELECT * FROM `bs_entries` WHERE 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q1 != s_q1 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q2 != s_q2 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q3 != s_q3 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q4 != s_q4 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q5 != s_q5 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q6 != s_q6 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q7 != s_q7 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q8 != s_q8 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q9 != s_q9 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q10 != s_q10 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q11 != s_q11 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
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`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q12 != s_q12 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q13 != s_q13 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q14 != s_q14 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q15 != s_q15 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q16 != s_q16 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q17 != s_q17 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%iphone%'  
 
 
SELECT * FROM `bs_entries` WHERE 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q1 != s_q1 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q2 != s_q2 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q3 != s_q3 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q4 != s_q4 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q5 != s_q5 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q6 != s_q6 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q7 != s_q7 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q8 != s_q8 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q9 != s_q9 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q10 != s_q10 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
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`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q11 != s_q11 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q12 != s_q12 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q13 != s_q13 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q14 != s_q14 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q15 != s_q15 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q16 != s_q16 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q17 != s_q17 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%macintosh%'  
 
SELECT * FROM `bs_entries` WHERE 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q1 != s_q1 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q2 != s_q2 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q3 != s_q3 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q4 != s_q4 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q5 != s_q5 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q6 != s_q6 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q7 != s_q7 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q8 != s_q8 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q9 != s_q9 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q10 != s_q10 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
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OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q11 != s_q11 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q12 != s_q12 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q13 != s_q13 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q14 != s_q14 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q15 != s_q15 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q16 != s_q16 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q17 != s_q17 AND  `useragent` LIKE '%windows%'  
 
 
 
SELECT * FROM `bs_entries` WHERE 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q1 != s_q1 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q2 != s_q2 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q3 != s_q3 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q4 != s_q4 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q5 != s_q5 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q6 != s_q6 AND   `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q7 != s_q7 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q8 != s_q8 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q9 != s_q9 AND   `useragent` = '' 
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OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q10 != s_q10 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q11 != s_q11 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q12 != s_q12 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q13 != s_q13 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q14 != s_q14 AND   `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q15 != s_q15 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q16 != s_q16 AND  `useragent` = '' 
OR 
`gamified_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND `standard_finished` != '0000-00-00 00:00:00' AND 
g_q17 != s_q17 AND  `useragent` = '' 
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Appendix 4: Database code 

-- phpMyAdmin SQL Dump 
-- version 4.7.7 
-- https://www.phpmyadmin.net/ 
-- 
-- Vært: localhost:3306 
-- Genereringstid: 12. 05 2018 kl. 13:37:38 
-- Serverversion: 10.1.33-MariaDB 
-- PHP-version: 5.6.30 
 
SET SQL_MODE = "NO_AUTO_VALUE_ON_ZERO"; 
SET AUTOCOMMIT = 0; 
START TRANSACTION; 
SET time_zone = "+00:00"; 
 
 
/*!40101 SET @OLD_CHARACTER_SET_CLIENT=@@CHARACTER_SET_CLIENT */; 
/*!40101 SET @OLD_CHARACTER_SET_RESULTS=@@CHARACTER_SET_RESULTS */; 
/*!40101 SET @OLD_COLLATION_CONNECTION=@@COLLATION_CONNECTION */; 
/*!40101 SET NAMES utf8mb4 */; 
 
-- 
-- Database: `adamtouh_gamification` 
-- 
 
-- -------------------------------------------------------- 
 
-- 
-- Struktur-dump for tabellen `bs_entries` 
-- 
 
CREATE TABLE `bs_entries` ( 
  `id` bigint(20) NOT NULL, 
  `uuid` text NOT NULL, 
  `useragent` longtext NOT NULL, 
  `ip` text NOT NULL, 
  `email` text NOT NULL, 
  `name` text NOT NULL, 
  `firstroute` text NOT NULL COMMENT '1 == gamified. 2 == standard', 
  `gamified_start` datetime NOT NULL, 
  `gamified_finished` datetime NOT NULL, 
  `standard_start` datetime NOT NULL, 
  `standard_finished` datetime NOT NULL, 
  `g_q1` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q2` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q3` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q4` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q5` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q6` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q7` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q8` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q9` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q10` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q11` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q12` text NOT NULL, 
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  `g_q13` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q14` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q15` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q16` text NOT NULL, 
  `g_q17` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q1` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q2` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q3` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q4` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q5` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q6` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q7` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q8` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q9` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q10` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q11` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q12` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q13` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q14` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q15` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q16` text NOT NULL, 
  `s_q17` text NOT NULL 
) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=latin1; 
 
-- 
-- Begrænsninger for dumpede tabeller 
-- 
 
-- 
-- Indeks for tabel `bs_entries` 
-- 
ALTER TABLE `bs_entries` 
  ADD PRIMARY KEY (`id`); 
 
-- 
-- Brug ikke AUTO_INCREMENT for slettede tabeller 
-- 
 
-- 
-- Tilføj AUTO_INCREMENT i tabel `bs_entries` 
-- 
ALTER TABLE `bs_entries` 
  MODIFY `id` bigint(20) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, AUTO_INCREMENT=82; 
COMMIT; 
 
/*!40101 SET CHARACTER_SET_CLIENT=@OLD_CHARACTER_SET_CLIENT */; 
/*!40101 SET CHARACTER_SET_RESULTS=@OLD_CHARACTER_SET_RESULTS */; 
/*!40101 SET COLLATION_CONNECTION=@OLD_COLLATION_CONNECTION */; 
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Appendix 5: Data set (sensitive data stripped) 

13;62779f35-90f9-4707-8fbc-65a6c4552404;;;;;1;09-04-2018 13:26;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
14;13b3e799-3e29-47de-8df4-64fa6bda422f;;;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
13:29;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
15;4fab3b76-c62c-4631-bdae-407dad7b3200;;;;;2;09-04-2018 13:31;09-04-2018 13:33;09-04-2018 13:29;09-
04-2018 13:31;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-
niveau);I et forhold;Ved ikke;Ja;Ja;Enig;uBlock;Nej;Ja;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Ja;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-
500.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);I et forhold;Ved 
ikke;Ja;Ja;Enig;uBlock;Nej;Ja;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Ja 
16;c5cab0b7-9019-4341-bbfe-677e35825944;;;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
13:31;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
17;877be753-f0af-4c65-a728-08409e525a2b;;;;;1;09-04-2018 13:32;09-04-2018 13:34;09-04-2018 13:34;0000-
00-00 00:00:00;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-
niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Ja;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
18;c43a2583-06b4-4709-9a1a-26bf0c42e184;;;;;1;09-04-2018 13:32;09-04-2018 13:35;09-04-2018 13:35;09-
04-2018 13:36;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;100.000-200.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-
niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Nej;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;100.000-
200.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-
niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Nej 
19;ee87eaf6-51e2-4094-812a-d4b01163b91f;;;;;1;09-04-2018 13:34;09-04-2018 13:36;09-04-2018 13:36;09-
04-2018 13:37;Mand;56+;Udlandet;0-50.000kr;Folkeskole/grundskole;Jeg er fraskilt, separeret eller enke;Ved 
ikke;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Hverken enig eller uenig;Ghostery;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Ved 
ikke;Ved ikke;Kvinde;0-19;Fyn;50.000-100.000;Erhvervsuddannelse;Forlovet;Ved 
ikke;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Nej 
20;3235a147-6b93-4f2a-b928-7be6648c21b5;;;;;1;09-04-2018 13:35;09-04-2018 13:35;09-04-2018 13:35;09-
04-2018 13:36;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-
niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Ja;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-
500.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-
niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Ja 
21;cbf44192-ccd7-4d4f-9794-1b6778b42083;;;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
13:35;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
22;a9d58e65-e7b7-4134-8856-645d08999519;;;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
13:35;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
23;d121ec39-84f9-424d-a4f8-fd5842ba36a7;;;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
13:35;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
24;1a4a90af-077d-488d-89d3-743bf0120eb4;;;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
13:36;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
25;3d6d7c8b-53ee-4fd4-ab62-04b40350960e;;;;;1;09-04-2018 13:38;09-04-2018 13:47;09-04-2018 13:47;0000-
00-00 00:00:00;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-
niveau);Gift;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Ja;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
26;2e79b7a0-abe1-4ed7-9540-e85286a53da7;"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.181 Safari/537.36";;;;1;09-04-2018 
13:50;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
27;7a11d8b6-a153-4dbb-820a-799c90bfc36c;"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64; rv:59.0) 
Gecko/20100101 Firefox/59.0";;;;2;09-04-2018 14:18;09-04-2018 14:20;09-04-2018 14:17;09-04-2018 
14:18;Kvinde;26-35;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);I et 
forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Ja;Nej;Mikro betalinger (betaling pr. online artikel);Ja;Nej;Kvinde;26-
35;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);I et 
forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Ja;Ved ikke;Mikro betalinger (betaling pr. online artikel);Ja;Nej 
28;c005e79f-3209-4710-bf35-39c9101680d4;"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.181 Safari/537.36";;;;2;09-04-2018 14:34;09-
04-2018 14:35;09-04-2018 14:32;09-04-2018 14:34;Kvinde;26-35;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang 
videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;uBlock;Nej;Nej;Nej;Mikro betalinger 
(betaling pr. online artikel);Nej;Nej;Kvinde;26-35;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang videregående 
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uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;uBlock;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Mikro betalinger (betaling 
pr. online artikel);Nej;Nej 
29;6a68e964-cc3a-4080-84a9-b3ec942304bb;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.1.2; F5121 Build/N2G47F19; wv) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 16:18;09-04-2018 16:20;09-04-2018 16:20;09-04-
2018 16:21;Kvinde;26-35;Sjælland;500.000-1.000.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-niveau);I et 
forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Ja;Abonnements baseret;Ja;Ja;Kvinde;26-
35;Sjælland;500.000-1.000.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-niveau);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget 
enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Ja;Abonnements baseret;Ja;Ja 
30;c0e9e21c-0ae6-468a-822b-3006d8c872c2;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G925F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/64.0.3282.137 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/Orca-Android;FBAV/156.0.0.16.94;]";;;;2;09-04-2018 16:41;09-04-2018 16:42;09-04-2018 16:38;09-
04-2018 16:41;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-
niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Abonnements baseret;Ved ikke;Ja;Mand;20-
25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget 
enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Abonnements baseret;Ved ikke;Ja 
31;ce6960cf-76e4-4026-ac40-c08e1cb262da;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_2_6 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/604.5.6 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15D100 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/166.0.0.53.95;FBBV/101310068;FBDV/iPhone8,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/11.
2.6;FBSS/2;FBCR/3DK;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;1;09-04-2018 16:50;09-04-2018 
16:54;09-04-2018 16:54;0000-00-00 00:00:00;Kvinde;26-35;Sjælland;500.000-1.000.000;Mellemlang 
videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);I et forhold;Ja;Ved ikke;Ja;Hverken enig eller uenig;;Nej;Ved 
ikke;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Ja;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
32;c81f515a-f528-4278-ac7b-64d95abef643;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G925F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/Orca-Android;FBAV/160.0.0.28.92;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 16:50;09-04-2018 16:53;09-04-2018 16:53;09-
04-2018 16:53;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-
niveau);Single;Ja;Nej;Ja;Enig;;Ja;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Ja;Nej;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-
500.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-niveau);Single;Ja;Nej;Ja;;;Ja;Nej;Nej;Abonnements 
baseret;Ja;Nej 
33;f289d964-8def-4e58-b47d-3104091380df;"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_13_3) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.181 Safari/537.36";;;;1;09-04-2018 16:51;09-
04-2018 16:53;09-04-2018 16:53;09-04-2018 16:54;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Gymnasial 
uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);Gift;Ja;Nej;Ja;Hverken enig eller 
uenig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Ja;Ved ikke;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Gymnasial 
uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);Gift;Ja;Nej;Ja;Hverken enig eller 
uenig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Ja;Ved ikke 
34;73cc3ba4-4721-487f-99c4-9e16dce23977;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SLA-L22 Build/HUAWEISLA-
L22; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile 
Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 17:03;09-04-2018 17:04;09-04-2018 
17:04;09-04-2018 17:05;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;100.000-200.000;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX 
og lign.);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Ja;Ja;Ved ikke;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Nej;Mand;20-
25;Sjælland;100.000-200.000;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og 
lign.);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;;Ja;Ja;Ved ikke;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Nej 
35;4bcd1328-0d04-4f1b-a24a-3e44457f4419;"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_13_3) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.181 Safari/537.36";;;;1;09-04-2018 17:11;09-
04-2018 17:13;09-04-2018 17:13;09-04-2018 17:14;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang 
videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);Gift;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Nej;Mikro betalinger 
(betaling pr. online artikel);Nej;Ja;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse 
(bachelor-niveau);Gift;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Ja;Ved ikke;Nej;Nej 
36;48f3f1bf-38cc-45c0-99b5-b2e23921c43b;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G935F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/Orca-Android;FBAV/160.0.0.28.92;]";;;;2;09-04-2018 17:16;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
17:14;09-04-2018 17:16;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;0-50.000kr;Lang videregående uddannelse 
(kandidat-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Ved ikke 
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37;7ac7ec08-885d-46c0-bb0f-dc661c21f68b;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15E216 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/166.0.0.53.95;FBBV/101310068;FBDV/iPhone9,3;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/11.
3;FBSS/2;FBCR/TDC;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;1;09-04-2018 17:15;09-04-2018 
17:16;09-04-2018 17:16;0000-00-00 00:00:00;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Gymnasial uddannelse 
(student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Ja;Ja;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Ved 
ikke;Nej;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
38;d5503d7e-4b8a-4028-952b-6b2c6495d1cc;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_2_6 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/604.5.6 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15D100 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/166.0.0.53.95;FBBV/101310068;FBDV/iPhone10,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/11
.2.6;FBSS/2;FBCR/TELIA;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;2;09-04-2018 17:31;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;09-04-2018 17:29;09-04-2018 17:31;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Mand;20-25;Fyn;200.000-500.000;Mellemlang 
videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;Adblock 
Plus;Ja;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Nej 
39;479e6592-0e4e-4db6-bc47-0c76fd8aa742;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; ONE A2003 
Build/MMB29M; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile 
Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/Orca-Android;FBAV/160.0.0.28.92;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 17:46;09-04-2018 17:52;09-04-
2018 17:52;0000-00-00 00:00:00;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse 
(bachelor-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Ved ikke;Ved 
ikke;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
40;cbf4bd8c-2312-4e4e-9a4e-04874cf60a6b;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_1_2 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/604.3.5 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15B202 
[FBAN/MessengerForiOS;FBAV/160.0.0.49.95;FBBV/101168249;FBDV/iPhone8,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS
;FBSV/11.1.2;FBSS/2;FBCR/TDC;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;2;09-04-2018 18:27;0000-
00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 17:48;09-04-2018 18:27;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Mand;26-35;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Kort 
videregående uddannelse;Gift;Ja;Nej;Ja;Enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Nej;;Nej;Ja 
41;d1dc683d-5bd0-4a54-a1ed-43e764609eca;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 8.0.0; ONEPLUS A5010 
Build/OPR1.170623.032; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 
Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 17:49;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
42;0394162e-63dd-46a4-ac92-9b66e062c788;Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, 
like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.181 Safari/537.36;;;;1;09-04-2018 17:49;09-04-2018 17:53;09-04-2018 
17:53;0000-00-00 00:00:00;Mand;26-35;Sjælland;100.000-200.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-
niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Ja;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Nej;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
43;5158db01-cb5f-4eb1-a7ad-62b031e7e0ac;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 8.0.0; SM-G950F Build/R16NW; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/Orca-Android;FBAV/160.0.0.28.92;]";;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
17:55;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
44;4c69d4c6-900a-4c17-9900-e9c5f5a87d0d;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_2_5 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/604.5.6 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15D60 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/166.0.0.53.95;FBBV/101310068;FBDV/iPhone9,3;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/11.
2.5;FBSS/2;FBCR/TDC;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;1;09-04-2018 17:56;09-04-2018 
17:57;09-04-2018 17:57;0000-00-00 00:00:00;Mand;0-
19;Sjælland;1.000.000+;Folkeskole/grundskole;Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;Adblock Plus;Ja;Ja;Ved ikke;Ved 
ikke;Ja;Ja;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
45;0270a480-ff35-4862-988e-4fc34e9fcd68;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 8.0.0; SM-G950F Build/R16NW) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36";;;;1;09-04-2018 
17:58;09-04-2018 18:04;09-04-2018 18:04;0000-00-00 00:00:00;Mand;26-35;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Lang 
videregående uddannelse (kandidat-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Nej;Abonnements 
baseret;Nej;Ja;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
46;ffb5b825-8953-4198-a032-14771ce3ddb7;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 9_3_4 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/601.1.46 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/13G35 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/166.0.0.53.95;FBBV/101310068;FBDV/iPhone8,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iPhone 
OS;FBSV/9.3.4;FBSS/2;FBCR/TDC;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;2;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 17:59;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
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47;e0188b6d-fb25-4c0f-9708-f145d9ffad81;"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.181 Safari/537.36";;;;1;09-04-2018 18:14;09-
04-2018 18:16;09-04-2018 18:16;09-04-2018 18:17;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;100.000-200.000;Gymnasial 
uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Ja;Abonnements 
baseret;Ja;Ja;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;100.000-200.000;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og 
lign.);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Ja;Abonnements baseret;Ja;Ja 
48;16f3748c-1bab-4ff2-b782-752d9b95e9b5;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; RNE-L21 
Build/HUAWEIRNE-L21; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 
18:15;09-04-2018 18:17;09-04-2018 18:17;09-04-2018 18:18;Mand;20-25;Jylland;200.000-
500.000;Folkeskole/grundskole;I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Hverken enig eller uenig;Ghostery;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved 
ikke;Nej;Ja;Mand;20-25;Jylland;200.000-500.000;Folkeskole/grundskole;I et forhold;Ved ikke;Ja;Ja;Hverken 
enig eller uenig;Ghostery;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Nej;Nej 
49;9d2072c4-5853-4bd1-ba9d-e4137c4e4872;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0; ALE-L21 Build/HuaweiALE-
L21; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/64.0.3282.137 Mobile 
Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/157.0.0.38.97;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 18:31;09-04-2018 18:33;09-04-2018 
18:33;0000-00-00 00:00:00;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse 
(bachelor-niveau);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Ja;Abonnements 
baseret;Nej;Nej;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
50;26196600-fd5b-474c-b084-92f43c39f86a;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; HUAWEI VNS-L31 
Build/HUAWEIVNS-L31; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 
Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/Orca-Android;FBAV/160.0.0.28.92;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 
18:31;09-04-2018 18:35;09-04-2018 18:35;09-04-2018 18:57;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;100.000-
200.000;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);Gift;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;Adblock 
Plus;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Nej;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;100.000-200.000;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, 
HH, HTX og lign.);Gift;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Nej 
51;138b421b-a60d-4eb5-9fcd-fcd8d4acd945;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G930F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 18:33;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
52;44c70d08-88f4-4fd8-9e6f-f81f2d8cc4ff;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G930F Build/NRD90M; wv) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 18:33;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
53;18a030f2-6d44-4f2e-8733-598484227465;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G930F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
18:33;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
54;ce394b2f-bb30-449e-98a7-c4f62ef39206;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G930F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 18:33;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
55;ac06225f-a0b3-4d65-95ca-70f3b47ee4b5;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G930F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
18:33;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
56;730a3c95-b457-4444-82cc-ad8d6b8797c2;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G930F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 18:33;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
57;a527348c-0e2a-4fc9-a642-b1d96d813d96;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G930F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 
18:33;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
58;f5f076bd-d0b5-4362-93e1-9a74a551827f;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G920F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
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[FB_IAB/Orca-Android;FBAV/160.0.0.28.92;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 18:35;09-04-2018 18:38;09-04-2018 
18:38;0000-00-00 00:00:00;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-
niveau);Single;Ja;Nej;Ja;Meget enig;;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Ja;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
59;e74fb5ec-c085-4080-91a0-e769f4257801;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_2_6 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/604.5.6 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15D100 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/162.0.0.47.94;FBBV/95649710;FBDV/iPhone7,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/11.2.
6;FBSS/3;FBCR/Ncell;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;1;09-04-2018 19:19;09-04-2018 
19:21;09-04-2018 19:21;09-04-2018 19:22;Mand;26-35;Fyn;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang videregående 
uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Nej;Mand;26-
35;Fyn;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget 
enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Nej 
60;b1c3981f-5929-403b-9417-d23a87c3ea31;"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.181 Safari/537.36";;;;2;09-04-2018 
19:56;0000-00-00 00:00:00;09-04-2018 19:54;09-04-2018 19:56;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Mand;0-19;Sjælland;0-
50.000kr;Kort videregående uddannelse;Single;Ja;Nej;Ja;Meget enig;;Ved ikke;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Nej;Ja 
61;29888c50-2b74-4179-812a-a35e6667f26b;"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/601.7.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/9.1.2 Safari/601.7.7";;;;1;09-04-2018 19:59;09-04-2018 
20:01;09-04-2018 20:01;09-04-2018 20:02;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Gymnasial uddannelse 
(student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);Gift;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Ja;Mand;20-
25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);Gift;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget 
enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Ja 
62;5e8bdecd-b85a-4ae7-9bd1-e5c00b4d5664;"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_13_3) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.181 Safari/537.36";;;;1;09-04-2018 
20:01;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
63;89fdbdc8-3fe7-474c-a0eb-b7ad20cb71a1;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_2_6 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/604.5.6 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/11.0 Mobile/15D100 Safari/604.1";;;;2;09-04-2018 
20:17;09-04-2018 20:19;09-04-2018 20:12;09-04-2018 20:17;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;100.000-
200.000;Erhvervsuddannelse;Single;Nej;Nej;Nej;Meget enig;Adblock Plus;Ja;Nej;Nej;Ved 
ikke;Nej;Nej;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;100.000-200.000;Erhvervsuddannelse;Single;Nej;Nej;Ja;Meget 
enig;;Ja;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Nej;Nej 
64;902463e7-275f-4342-976c-b7118a6d7633;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 7.0; SM-G930F Build/NRD90M; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.66.95;]";;;;1;09-04-2018 20:35;09-04-2018 20:37;09-04-2018 20:37;09-04-
2018 20:38;Mand;26-35;Jylland;200.000-500.000;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og 
lign.);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Nej;Mand;26-35;Jylland;200.000-
500.000;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;Adblock 
Plus;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Nej 
65;be4643af-265a-4ec0-a782-63d4b8b6e563;"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/58.0.3029.110 Safari/537.36 Edge/16.16299";;;;1;09-04-
2018 21:39;09-04-2018 21:42;09-04-2018 21:42;09-04-2018 21:43;Mand;26-35;Sjælland;100.000-
200.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ved 
ikke;Enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Nej;Ved ikke;Mand;26-35;Sjælland;100.000-
200.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Ved 
ikke;Ved ikke;Nej;Ved ikke 
66;6855e638-c1fa-4660-be78-ae7348f5417a;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_3_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/603.1.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/65.0.3325.152 Mobile/14E304 Safari/602.1";;;;2;09-04-
2018 21:45;09-04-2018 21:46;09-04-2018 21:43;09-04-2018 21:45;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-
100.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;Adblock 
Plus;Nej;Nej;Ja;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Nej;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang videregående 
uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Nej 
67;584a6aa5-cb02-4797-a359-dc8098872d31;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/604.4.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15C153 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/166.0.0.53.95;FBBV/101310068;FBDV/iPhone8,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/11.
2.1;FBSS/2;FBCR/TDC;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;09-04-2018 22:03;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
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68;937b6b37-a891-4edf-93f2-e6df75e6f4e5;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_2_6 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/604.5.6 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15D100 
[FBAN/MessengerForiOS;FBAV/160.0.0.49.95;FBBV/101168249;FBDV/iPhone7,2;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS
;FBSV/11.2.6;FBSS/2;FBCR/TELIA;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;2;09-04-2018 23:37;09-
04-2018 23:38;09-04-2018 23:34;09-04-2018 23:37;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Mellemlang 
videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);Gift;Ja;Nej;Ja;Meget enig;;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Mikro betalinger 
(betaling pr. online artikel);Ja;Ved ikke;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Mellemlang videregående 
uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);Gift;Ja;Nej;Ja;Meget enig;;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Mikro betalinger (betaling pr. online 
artikel);Ja;Ved ikke 
69;173531ec-df97-40ef-b1d4-c7e44de6b792;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_2_6 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/604.5.6 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15D100 
[FBAN/MessengerForiOS;FBAV/160.0.0.49.95;FBBV/101168249;FBDV/iPhone10,6;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iO
S;FBSV/11.2.6;FBSS/3;FBCR/3DK;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;1;09-04-2018 23:35;09-
04-2018 23:37;09-04-2018 23:37;09-04-2018 23:37;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;500.000-1.000.000;Lang 
videregående uddannelse (kandidat-niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved 
ikke;Ja;Nej;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;500.000-1.000.000;Lang videregående uddannelse (kandidat-
niveau);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ja;Nej 
70;9af75d32-3d44-4e7b-9d03-8f158a70620c;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_2_1 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/604.4.7 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15C153 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/166.0.0.53.95;FBBV/101310068;FBDV/iPhone7,1;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/11.
2.1;FBSS/3;FBCR/TDC;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;2;09-04-2018 23:54;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;09-04-2018 23:50;09-04-2018 23:54;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Gymnasial 
uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);Single;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Nej;Ja 
71;669da3a4-1885-4f44-b011-970041b5b9f8;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 8.0.0; ONEPLUS A5000 
Build/OPR1.170623.032; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 
Mobile Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/166.0.0.63.95;]";;;;2;10-04-2018 05:36;10-04-2018 05:37;10-04-
2018 05:33;10-04-2018 05:36;Mand;20-25;Fyn;0-50.000kr;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og 
lign.);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Ja;Mikro betalinger (betaling pr. online 
artikel);Nej;Nej;Mand;20-25;Fyn;0-50.000kr;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);I et 
forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Nej;Nej;Ja;Mikro betalinger (betaling pr. online artikel);Nej;Nej 
72;2ca055c5-5a89-4eac-afed-a1d99826d799;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15E216 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/166.0.0.53.95;FBBV/101310068;FBDV/iPhone10,4;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/11
.3;FBSS/2;FBCR/TelenorDK;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;2;10-04-2018 08:56;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;10-04-2018 08:55;10-04-2018 08:56;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Gymnasial 
uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Nej;Ja 
73;ece0f4d0-d614-4079-bef6-151900c34714;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 8.0.0; SM-G955F Build/R16NW; 
wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/65.0.3325.109 Mobile Safari/537.36 
[FB_IAB/Orca-Android;FBAV/160.0.0.28.92;]";;;;2;10-04-2018 09:32;0000-00-00 00:00:00;10-04-2018 
09:30;10-04-2018 09:32;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Mand;26-35;Sjælland;500.000-1.000.000;Lang videregående uddannelse 
(kandidat-niveau);Gift;Ja;Ja;Ja;Enig;AdBlock;Ja;Nej;Nej;Mikro betalinger (betaling pr. online artikel);Ja;Ja 
74;baa03919-1288-4fc5-a8d8-9b5ce766b835;"Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.181 Safari/537.36";;;;1;10-04-2018 11:59;10-
04-2018 12:03;10-04-2018 12:03;0000-00-00 00:00:00;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Gymnasial 
uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);Jeg er fraskilt, separeret eller enke;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;Adblock 
Plus;Nej;Nej;Ved ikke;Ved ikke;Nej;Nej;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
75;55f688c1-2fed-43ff-8b7c-5632486dc9a1;"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_11_6) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/65.0.3325.181 Safari/537.36";;;;1;10-04-2018 12:50;10-
04-2018 12:51;10-04-2018 12:51;0000-00-00 00:00:00;Mand;20-25;Jylland;1.000.000+;Lang videregående 
uddannelse (kandidat-niveau);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;AdBlock;Ja;Ved ikke;Nej;Abonnements 
baseret;Ved ikke;Ja;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
76;937b3247-e043-40f7-9f24-6b6137c773f2;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 11_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/15F5037c 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/166.0.0.53.95;FBBV/101310068;FBDV/iPhone10,5;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/11
.4;FBSS/3;FBCR/TDC;FBID/phone;FBLC/en_GB;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;1;10-04-2018 15:12;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
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77;0e25316c-096c-454e-8ead-8b891e368431;"Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_3_3 like Mac OS X) 
AppleWebKit/603.3.8 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/14G60 
[FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/164.0.0.56.96;FBBV/98434650;FBDV/iPhone5,2;FBMD/iPhone;FBSN/iOS;FBSV/10.3.
3;FBSS/2;FBCR/3DK;FBID/phone;FBLC/da_DK;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]";;;;2;10-04-2018 18:35;10-04-2018 
18:36;10-04-2018 18:33;10-04-2018 18:35;Mand;20-25;Fyn;100.000-200.000;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, 
HF, HH, HTX og lign.);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Nej;Abonnements 
baseret;Nej;Nej;Mand;20-25;Fyn;100.000-200.000;Gymnasial uddannelse (student, HF, HH, HTX og lign.);I et 
forhold;Ja;Ja;Ja;Meget enig;Adblock Plus;Nej;Nej;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Nej 
78;84c230e8-56a4-4e49-8aa7-66237998c84f;"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_13_3) 
AppleWebKit/604.5.6 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/11.0.3 Safari/604.5.6";;;;1;11-04-2018 21:49;11-04-2018 
21:52;11-04-2018 21:52;11-04-2018 21:53;Kvinde;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Lang videregående 
uddannelse (kandidat-niveau);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Nej;Hverken enig eller uenig;uBlock;Ja;Ja;Ved 
ikke;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Ja;Kvinde;20-25;Sjælland;200.000-500.000;Lang videregående uddannelse 
(kandidat-niveau);I et forhold;Ja;Ja;Nej;Hverken enig eller uenig;uBlock;Ja;Ja;Nej;Abonnements baseret;Nej;Ja 
79;2240daae-ab29-4efb-9020-ec6e8d64646f;"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0; ALE-L21 Build/HuaweiALE-
L21; wv) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/4.0 Chrome/64.0.3282.137 Mobile 
Safari/537.36 [FB_IAB/FB4A;FBAV/157.0.0.38.97;]";;;;2;0000-00-00 00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;12-04-
2018 07:18;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
80;2ab5a32c-c4d5-4f03-9f8f-2f29bea6d543;"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_13_2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Safari/537.36";;;;1;12-04-2018 12:33;12-04-
2018 12:35;12-04-2018 12:35;12-04-2018 12:35;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang 
videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);I et forhold;Nej;Nej;Nej;Enig;;Nej;Nej;Nej;Abonnements 
baseret;Ja;Nej;Mand;20-25;Sjælland;50.000-100.000;Mellemlang videregående uddannelse (bachelor-niveau);I 
et forhold;Nej;Nej;Nej;Enig;Adblock Plus;Ja;Nej;Nej;Mikro betalinger (betaling pr. online artikel);Ja;Ja 
81;84c1f74c-f005-479d-9ea0-9a68d3b89107;"Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; Intel Mac OS X 10_13_2) 
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/56.0.2924.87 Safari/537.36";;;;2;0000-00-00 
00:00:00;0000-00-00 00:00:00;12-04-2018 12:36;0000-00-00 00:00:00;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

Appendix 6: Custom coding used to realize game mechanics 

Too much to be added. Please refer to Github: https://github.com/ATouhou/Gamification-in-surveys-CBS2018 

Appendix 7: Screenshots of the experiment 

Appendix 7.1: Accompanying text on Facebook 
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Appendix 7.2: The survey landing page 
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Appendix 7.3: Questions and multiple-choice possibilities used in the questionnaire 
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